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PLAYERS
VS. USERS
HEADLINE

SOCIAL
DEK AND "TRADITIONAL" GAME DEVELOPERS BUTT HEADS

THE MAIN BUZZ AT THIS YEAR’S GDC CANADA
surrounded social games. That’s really not too
surprising when you look at where all the venture
capital is going these days, and social games like
FARMVILLE and Pet SOCIETY have done a lot to broaden
the market, bringing in groups that never thought
they would play video games. I’m always in favor
of broadening the market, but I worry that some of
these companies are more interested in players as
revenue streams than as people to entertain.
Intent is very important to me in any media
product—just as important as the execution. The
much-discussed “No Russian” scene in MODERN
WARFARE 2, during which the player can gun
down innocent people in an airport, changes a lot
depending on the intent of the developer. If the intent
is for players to have fun slaughtering innocents,
the scene becomes pretty negative on a meta level.
If the intent is for players to uncomfortable and
question their actions as a participant in electronic
slaughter, that may be more progressive.

CAN MONEY BUY HAPPINESS?

» Games are a business, but ultimately they

must entertain. This is rather universal. What I am
concerned by is the disconnect I’m seeing between
the potential of this broadened market and the
attitude of the major principals. There is a lot of talk
about money in social games—one might argue
too much. Nintendo makes money hand over fist
through market expansion, but the company talks
about players, and about bringing the fun of games
to new people. It may simply be rhetoric or a question
of semantics, but most social game companies are
talking money first, and player enjoyment second.
As an example, in Zynga's early days, as CEO
Mark Pincus discussed in a well-publicized lecture,
“... we gave our users poker chips if they downloaded
this Zwinky toolbar which was like, I don't know, I
downloaded it once and couldn’t get rid of it. We did
anything possible just to get revenues so that we
could grow and be a real business.”
Pincus refocused this in a subsequent blog post,
saying, “The primary reason I pointed to [that] is
that entrepreneurs should push to control their own
destinies, and being profitable was the best path."
He recanted to some degree, but that drive for
money above all else is what bothers me, and I don’t
think it’s viewed as a bad thing in the space. I want
to hear a whole lot more talk about “players” of social
games, and a whole lot less about “users.” I don’t want
to single out Zynga here, and in fact the company is
among our top 30 developers this month (see Pg.
6), primarily for growing the market and proving a
new platform. Everyone from Playfish to SOE knows
that online games are a service, and that “average
2
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revenue per user” is the most important thing to
keeping afloat. But the faster these companies grow,
the more I worry they are becoming detached from
the idea that the players on the other side of their
games are real people, not number generators.
There is a clear gap here between the social and
traditional game markets, and I would love to feel like
that gap had more to do with market expansion and
low barriers to entry, and less to do with money, but
every discussion I get into about the subject with
social game execs points me to the contrary. The
folks I talk to recognize that they are expanding the
market, and that low barriers to entry and stickiness
are the key, but to them it’s the key to more money,
not necessarily to user happiness.
It’s a complicated issue, because after all, 80
million people aren’t playing FARMVILLE because they
hate it. The same metrics that executives use to
drive revenue are also used to increase ease of use
for players. Well, to some degree anyway—it’s part
user enjoyment, and part revenue generation. And I
think that’s where my appreciation breaks down. As
a player first and a developer second, I want more
decisions to be driven by entertainment value and
risk, and fewer to be driven expressly by revenue.
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HEADS-UP DISPLAY

fIRST qUARTER SAlES REvEAl ConsoLe trenDs
USiNG EXclUSivE NPD DAtA, MAtt MAtthEWS lOOKS At thE tOP SElliNG U.S. rEtAil GAMES FOr EAch PlAtFOrM DUriNG thE
FirSt QUArtEr OF 2010, FrOM MODErN WArFArE 2'S cONtiNUED SAlES thrOUGh JUSt DANcE'S SUrPriSiNG Wii StrENGth.
First-Party wii Domination

» Nintendo continues to dominate software on its Wii platform with

three of its 2009 titles topping the chart. New Super Mario BroS. for the
Wii launched in November 2009 and sold over 4.2 million units by the end
of December, making it the third best-selling title for that year.
Sales so far in 2010 have added approximately 1.7 million more units
bringing its lifetime total to just shy of 6 million units as of the end of March.
With April sales, New Super Mario BroS. has no doubt already
surpassed the 6 million mark on the Wii. We believe the Nintendo DS
version of New Super Mario BroS. now has sales of around 7 million units,
based on available data.
Nintendo’s update to its fitness package, wii Fit pluS, is the second
best-selling title on the Wii so far in 2010 with sales of around 1.1 million
units. Total sales now reach nearly 4.7 million since it launched in October
2009.
With unit sales over 800,000 units, wii SportS reSort is the number
three title on the Wii so far this year. Combined with its total in 2009,
after its July launch, wii SportS reSort has life-to-date sales of well over 5
million units.
Sneaking in at the number four position is Ubisoft’s hit, JuSt DaNce,
the only third-party to make this list. Just in 2010 we estimate that it has
sold around 650,000 units, and according to Broadpoint AmTech analyst
Ben Schachter, it has now reached 1 million units since its November
2009 launch in the U.S.
Mario Kart for the Wii is the final title in the top 5 for 2010, and it is
one of Nintendo’s greenest evergreen titles.

Combat Games Dominate XboX 360 anD Ps3

» Three cross-platform games appear on the top-selling software lists

for both Microsoft’s Xbox 360 and Sony’s PlayStation 3.
The number two game on the Xbox 360 so far in 2010 is just such a
title, call oF Duty: MoDerN warFare 2, published by Activision Blizzard. On
that platform we estimate it has already garnered sales of 840,000 units,
and has sold an additional 630,000 units on the PlayStation 3, where it is
the third best-selling title in 2010.
The other cross-platform games are BattleFielD: BaD coMpaNy 2 from
Electronic Arts and FiNal FaNtaSy Xiii from Square-Enix. On the Xbox 360
BaD coMpaNy 2 has sold through an estimated 830,000 units while FiNal
FaNtaSy Xiii has shifted only 500,000.
In contrast, the PlayStation 3 version of FiNal
FaNtaSy Xiii outsold BaD coMpaNy 2 on that platform
with estimated unit sales of 830,000 and
450,000, respectively.
Each platform’s chart is headed by a title
exclusive to that system. In particular, the
top seller on the Xbox 360 was MaSS eFFect 2,
which has nearly reached sales of 900,000
units since its launch in January. The top title
on the PS3 so far in 2010 is Sony’s own GoD oF
war iii, and it is the only million-seller on any nonNintendo platform this year.
BioShocK 2 appears at the number
four spot on the Xbox 360 chart with
estimated sales of 600,000 units.
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top 5 retail wii Games
First Quarter 2010, U.S. Only

soUrCe: nDP GroUP, m. mattHews

ranK

titLe

PUbLisHer

est. Units

1
2
3
4
5

New Super Mario BroS. Wii
wii Fit pluS
wii SportS reSort
JuSt DaNce
Mario Kart w/Wheel

Nintendo
Nintendo
Nintendo
Ubisoft
Nintendo

1,700K
1,100K
830K
670K
600K

top 5 retail Xbox 360 Games
First Quarter 2010, U.S. Only

soUrCe: nDP GroUP, m. mattHews

ranK

titLe

PUbLisHer

est. Units

1
2
3
4
5

MaSS eFFect 2
call oF Duty: MoDerN warFare 2
BattleFielD: BaD coMpaNy 2
BioShocK 2
FiNal FaNtaSy Xiii

EA
Activision Blizzard
EA
2K Games
Square Enix

1,700K
840K
830K
600K
600K

top 5 retail Playstation 3 Games
First Quarter 2010, U.S. Only

soUrCe: nDP GroUP, m. mattHews

ranK

titLe

PUbLisHer

est. Units

1
2
3
4
5

GoD oF war iii
FiNal FaNtaSy Xiii
call oF Duty: MoDerN warFare 2
BattleFielD: BaD coMpaNy 2
MaG

Sony
Square Enix
Activision Blizzard
EA
Sony

1,100K
830K
630K
450K
400K

top 10 retail Videogames
First Quarter 2010, U.S. Only

soUrCe: nDP GroUP, m. mattHews

ranK

titLe

PLatForm

est. Units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

New Super Mario BroS. Wii
wii Fit pluS
GoD oF war iii
poKéMoN SoulSilver
MaSS eFFect 2
call oF Duty: MoDerN warFare 2
wii SportS reSort
FiNal FaNtaSy Xiii
BattleFielD: BaD coMpaNy 2
poKéMoN heartGolD

Nintendo Wii
Nintendo Wii
PlayStation 3
Nintendo DS
XBox 360
XBox 360
Nintendo Wii
PlayStation 3
XBox 360
Nintendo DS

1,700K
1,100K
1,100K
1,020K
890K
840K
830K
830K
830K
760K

While it is not exclusive to that system, the original game was a console
exclusive on the Xbox 360 for a year, a fact that probably has helped
propel sales of the sequel on that platform.
Rounding out the PS3 list is MaG, another Sony exclusive, and
yet another shooter. We note that one can get a sense of the strong
contrast between the Wii and the HD consoles using these lists. Whereas
Nintendo’s list could be characterized as a platformer, a fitness package,
a minigame collection, a music game, and a driving games, the Xbox 360
and PS3 lists consist of RPGs, third-person action games, and shooters.
—Matt Matthews

indePendent games
festiVal NAMES BOyER
AS CHAIRMAN
Dragon age: origins

BioWare's dragon age:
origins CROWNED IN
FIRST CANADIAN VIDEO
GAME AWARDS
VancouVer inaugurated its Very first canadian Video game
Awards by crowning BioWare’s Dragon age: origins game of the year,
one of two awards the RPG received.
At the Vancouver Convention Center ceremony, held ahead of GDC
Canada, which took place at the same location, the game beat out
assassin’s CreeD ii, Dawn of war ii, fifa 10 and Might anD MagiC: Clash of
heroes for the award, and also won in the best writing category.
Ubisoft Montreal’s assassin’s CreeD ii took home three awards, in
the best console, best game design and best visual arts categories. It
also shared the best technology award with Radical Entertainment’s
PrototyPe.
The Canadian Video Game Awards are produced by the Digital Media
and Wireless Association of British Columbia and its partners, including
Reboot Communications (which also co-produced GDC Canada) and
Greedy Productions.
“This first event was an excellent showcase of the amazing talent of
our video game developers in Canada,” said DigiBC president Michael Bidu.

the winners in each category are as follows:
game of the year Dragon age: origins (Electronic Arts/BioWare)
Best console assassin’s CreeD ii (Ubisoft Montreal)
Best Handheld game Might anD MagiC: Clash of heroes
(Capybara Games)
Best downloadable game Critter CrunCh (Capybara Games)
Best audio Dawn of war ii (THQ/Relic)
Best game design assassin’s CreeD ii (Ubisoft Montreal)
Best technology PrototyPe (Radical Entertainment) and
assassin’s CreeD ii (Ubisoft Montreal)
Best Visual arts assassin’s CreeD ii (Ubisoft Montreal)
Best Writing: Dragon age: origins (Electronic Arts/BioWare)
in-game cinematic ghostbusters: the ViDeo gaMe Cinematics
(Rainmaker)
most Promising game MoDnation raCers (United Front Games)
“Interactive entertainment is one of our country’s leading industries
where we are clearly world-renowned," added Bidu, "and this worldclass event was a fitting way to showcase to the globe the great work
done in Canadian studios coast to coast.”
—Leigh Alexander

tHe uBm tecHWeB game netWork, organizers of tHe yearly
Independent Games Festival and Independent Games Summit, announced
that scene notable Brandon Boyer has been named Chairman of the IGF.
In his new role, Boyer will oversee submission and judging
operations, provide community outreach and support, and help shape
the structure and continued growth of the IGF—the longest-running
and largest event relating to independent games worldwide.
This follows the event’s all-time record 607 game submissions
in 2010 across the IGF Main Competition, Student Showcase and IGF
Mobile competitions, including high-profile titles like MonaCo, liMbo,
and suPer Meat boy.
The 2010 Independent Games Festival saw thousands of visitors to
its Pavilion and more than 3,000 attend the IGF Awards Show in March
2010. The associated Independent Games Summit had nearly 1,000
attendees for its 2010 keynote session on the Indie Fund.
Both events are part of the larger Game Developers Conference,
which is returning to San Francisco’s Moscone Convention Center
Monday, February 28 to Friday, March 4, 2011.
Boyer has previously co-founded and served as editor of Offworld.
com, an independent-game-focused site operated by seminal weblog
Boing Boing, where he currently serves as contributing editor. Boyer
has also served as judge for the IGF since 2007, and was previously
an advisor at multiple Independent Games Summit events. He has
also contributed to various games publications including Gamasutra
and Edge Magazine,
Boyer (center, with
and brings a wealth
mac) at gdc 2010.
of knowledge on the
independent games
scene to the position.
Boyer is taking
over the role from
former Chairman
Simon Carless, who
is now Global Brand
Director for the
entire UBM TechWeb
Game Network, including the GDC shows, Gamasutra, Game Developer
magazine, and new acquisition Game Advertising Online.
Carless will continue to contribute to the IGF as Chairman Emeritus,
and as part of a Festival/Summit organizing committee that includes
Boyer, Carless, and vital continuing IGF contributors Matthew Wegner
(Flashbang Studios) and Steve Swink (Enemy Airship).
“The Independent Games Festival has consistently been my
highlight of the Game Developers Conference for as many years as I
have been attending,” said Boyer. “I’m extremely honored to help shape
the future of the festival and bring ever-wider attention to the indie
games community, a group that is truly defining the future of video
games as an artistic medium.”
The Independent Games Festival was established in 1998 by UBM
TechWeb Game Network to encourage innovation in game development
and to recognize the best independent game developers. Previous
honorees have included many of the pioneering independent games of
the last decade, including worlD of goo, gish, eVeryDay shooter, Crayon
—Staff
PhysiCs, braiD, Castle Crashers, and auDiosurf.
www.gdmag.com
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B R A N D O N

S H E F F I E L D

A N D

J E F F R E Y

F L E M I N G

2009 was a big year for game development. The newest round of consoles had all been on the
market for over two years, PC development was going through a renaissance period surrounding
digital distribution, and the free-to-play model became nearly ubiquitous among online experiences,
as social and iPhone games rose in prominence.
As studios become more tight lipped about the sales of their games and their financials, and as
co-development convolutes the landscape, we decided to avoid empirical lists this year, instead
partnering with our advisory board to choose what we think were 30 of the best developers in the
industry for calendar year 2009.
Those companies we included had to have released at least one game in 2009 (or give extensive
support to an existing one), and reasons for inclusion ranged from conscientious development
practices, to forward-thinking design or business models, and occasionally simply making a lot of
money. Ideally though, the companies we chose did all of these things, while creating games that
move our industry forward.
THATGAMECOMPANY

Los Angeles, CA
In 2009, ThatGameCompany released FLOWER, the second game in its
three-title PlayStation Network deal with Sony. The game has been widely
acclaimed for its visuals, its sound, and perhaps most importantly, its
sentiment. FLOWER is something you can point to when someone says “All
games are X,” or “Games are just made for Y age group.” FLOWER is definitely
not X, nor is it made specifically for
FLOWER
Y, and the idea of experiencing the
dream of a flower, as the game asks
you to, is uncommon in any media.
This small company is headed up
by Jenova Chen on the creative side,
and Kellee Santiago on the business
side, who together founded the company right out of college. The company’s
dedication to creating non-combative games and unique experiences
is inspiring, which is likely why both Chen and Santiago are frequently
requested at game, technology, and future-oriented conferences.
TGC won the “best downloadable game” award for FLOWER at the Game
Developers Choice Awards, as well as “best interactive score” from the game
audio network guild. As the company hints at its next very ambitious project,
one can only hope this small team of 10 can pull out another miracle.

BIOWARE EDMONTON

Edmonton, Alberta
BioWare’s Edmonton studio is responsible for the company’s major offline
RPGs, and this year we honor the release of DRAGON AGE: ORIGINS. The
company’s commitment to interactive storytelling puts this team at the
forefront of the medium (alongside a handful of others). DRAGON AGE did
well for BioWare, even selling through to some non-traditional gamers, and
persons who wouldn’t have otherwise picked up an RPG, due to publisher
EA’s marketing push. At the first annual Canadian Video Game Awards,
D RAGON A GE was named the best
Canadian-developed game of 2009.
BioWare is a large studio, so not
without its issues, but the company
does seem to take time with its games,
releasing them when they’re ready,
and tending heavily toward original
DRAGON AGE: ORIGINS
IP. Looking into 2010, the studio
extended DRAGON AGE with a traditional expansion pack, and released MASS
EFFECT 2 to great acclaim. Clearly, BioWare Edmonton’s commitment to the
single-player RPG is unwavering.

FROM SOFTWARE

Tokyo, Japan
From Software knows its audience. As the creator of complex simulations
such as ARMORED CORE and KING’S FIELD, From Software has always played
to the refined tastes of veteran gamers. But who could have guessed

that the old guard still represented such a sizeable customer base?
Certainly not Sony Computer Entertainment America, which passed on the
opportunity to publish From Software’s dark and exacting DEMON’S SOULS,
instead leaving it to niche publisher Atlus to bring to North America. Since
the game’s release, positive word-of-mouth has helped it sell more than
a quarter of a million copies in the
DEMON'S SOULS
U.S. alone, proving that many players
still crave a challenge despite the
conventional wisdom that the future
is casual.
With its novel online implementation, high level of polish, and remarkably accessible design for what is
essentially an old-school dungeon crawl, DEMON’S SOULS represents a new
level of achievement for the developers at From Software. We’re looking
forward to seeing how the experience influences the development of the
studio’s next flagship title ARMORED CORE 5.

5TH CELL
Bellevue, WA
5th Cell is nothing if not innovative. This year the company makes the
list for its hyper-inventive SCRIBBLENAUTS for Nintendo DS, which allows
players to create game assets by writing or typing in almost any word.
Ambitious concepts seem to be
5th Cell’s primary modus operandi,
and each of the company’s major
products has been an original IP. It
takes determination and conviction
to continue making original games
SCRIBBLENAUTS
as a smaller company. 5th Cell likely
gained this scrappiness as it climbed up from the hardships of mobile
phone development some years ago.
Led by creative director Jeremiah Slaczka and producer/cofounder
Joseph Tringali, the studio encourages its employees' outside projects, and
incentivizes them with royalties, even as it grows above 30 people. Looking
forward, the company continues to develop original IP, and we propose that
the company will climb the ranks even further once its innovative ideas
are fully matched by the ability to execute them. This comes with the
added time and respect afforded to more established developers, which
5th Cell is well on its way to becoming. Speaking of respect, SCRIBBLENAUTS
wound up taking the ‘“best handheld game’” and ‘“innovation’” awards at
the 2010 Game Developers Choice awards.
CCP GAMES
Reykjavik, Iceland
CCP Games very smartly understands that the most compelling aspects
of an online game are its players. While the studio has rolled out fresh
content for EVE O NLINE on a regular basis (2009 saw the release of
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the ApocryphA and Dominion expansions), it is the game’s Byzantine
economic and political ecosystem that keeps players coming back
month after month to the tune of 300,000 subscribers, six years after
the game’s release date.
Also in 2009 CCP met the real money trading challenge head on with a
series of creative initiatives, including
the massive “Unholy Rage” operation
that rooted out over 6,200 RMTers, as
well as incentivizing players to keep
their money within EVE o nlinE by
allowing them to buy extra game time
with in-game currency.
Looking to the future, CCP is EvE OnlinE
spreading its wings into new arenas, with a Chinese-developed FPS
(Dust 514), which will interact with EVE in interesting ways, and its longin-development WorlD of DArknEss mmo. All these titles were under
development in 2009.

InfInIty Ward

Encino, CA
Known for its cAll of Duty series, Infinity Ward has consistently delivered
quality blockbuster games to an increasingly rabid audience. From visuals
to sound design to moment-to-moment set pieces, IW has raised the bar
for the entire FPS genre, especially when it comes to those based in reality.
Though 2009's moDErn WArfArE
2 couldn't quite match the revolution
that was c All of D uty 4, the game
sold phenomenally well, dwarfing
even the sales of its predecessor.
And it was this success, coupled with
MOdErn WarfarE 2 the desire of its founders to control
the company's destiny, that resulted in the disbursement of a number of
Infinity Ward's key creators in 2010. In 2009 though, the studio was firing
on all cylinders, bringing success both to Activision, its parent company,
and to many of the developers themselves.
As the company moves into a new phase in 2010, after the exodus
of its founders and much of the key staff, there is an opportunity for new
blood to come forward—it's our hope that Infinity Ward won't become "just
another cAll of Duty studio."

yuke’s

Osaka, Japan
This past year was a good one for Japanese independent developer
Yuke’s. The company tends to stay a bit behind the scenes, but in 2009
released three titles in the fighting/ UfC 2009 UndispUtEd
wrestling genre—WWE l EgEnDs of
WrEstlEmAniA, WWE smAckDoWn Vs.
r AW 2010, and most importantly,
ufc 2009 unDisputED. This reboot of
the ufc series hit at the right time,
and wound up being one of publisher
THQ’s better sellers of the year.
What’s more, the game was praised for its dedication to the sport, as it
turned out to be quite close to the actual movesets of players, rather
than changing the combat to become more gamey.
The game is a true test of precise collision, and holds up better than
most. In fact, a member of our advisory board praised the game for having
some of the best body interpenetration of the year. The company is
currently hard at work on a UFC sequel, and doubtlessly additional WWE
games besides.

PlayfIsh

London, UK
Playfish is one of the earlier major players in the social games space,
alongside Zynga. The company started in 2007, and wound up getting some
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$17 million in funding the next year. In 2009, the company was purchased
by Electronic Arts for $275 million, as part of the publishing giant’s steps
toward a larger online presence.
pEt sOCiEty
Playfish is known primarily for its
games W ho h As thE B iggEst B rAin?
and pEt sociEty, and throughout 2009
remained one of the largest players
in the space. Going forward it will
be interesting to see how this web
developer evolves under the wing of EA. In 2010, the developer has already
begun work on an EA property (fifA), and one can imagine even more
cross-pollination with the parent company's properties.

Gearbox

Plano, TX
BorDErlAnDs is Gearbox’s first original IP since BrothErs in Arms, as the
company had traditionally chosen to work more on expansions of other
companies’ titles rather than release its own properties. With BorDErlAnDs’
release in 2009, Gearbox achieved a new level of success. The game released
to critical acclaim and financial reward,
BOrdErlands
which the company says it shares with
all of its employees, which is certainly
an admirable claim.
Gearbox has invested heavily
in both internal and external focus
testing, and has formed a team
called “Truth” to handle the customer
expectation side of the business. The company continues to tweak, balance,
and support BorDErlAnDs, releasing downloadable content within 2009
and beyond. Gearbox clearly intends to position this title as a banner for
its studio, and shows no indication of slowing its support, whether that be
through further DLC or a rumored sequel.

runIc Games

Seattle, WA
If there is such a thing as sustainable game development, Runic Games
may be the example to follow. Formed in 2008 by veterans from the fAtE,
DiABlo, and mythos teams, Runic delivered the warmly received torchlight
to players after slightly less than a year of development. The game even
won the “best debut game” award for
Runic in the 2009 Game Developers
Choice Awards.
The studio was able to execute
on such a tight schedule thanks to a
design that had strong roots within
an established genre, a small team
tOrChlight
size, use of the open source OGRE
3D rendering engine, and an art direction that accommodated lower-spec
hardware. Now that torchlight is a proven single-player success, the team
is currently leveraging it into a full MMO experience.

caPcom osaka

Osaka, Japan
Capcom has really been coming into its own again lately, as one of the few
major Japanese developers that can resonate with a Western audience
with original IP. In 2009, Capcom released a slew of titles in multiple
venerable series, including rEsiDEnt
EVil 5, which excelled visually and
financially, and s trEEt f ightEr iV,
co-developed with Dimps.
strEEt fightEr iV in particular is a
marvel of game design and execution,
strEEt fightEr iv
basically single-handedly revitalizing
the popularity of the fighting genre. The company is pushing fighting
games forward in 2010 and beyond, but it was this initial spark of guts that

allowed an entire industry to reap the rewards. After all, more viable genres
means more potential for new games.
2009 was also the year that Capcom released Monster Hunter tri for
Wii, at least in Japan, and the game went on to be the best-selling third
party Wii title in the country. Capcom has consistently delivered high
quality content, and fingers are crossed both on the company side and the
game playing side that this quality will continue.

winds up creating a more cinematic feel than previous techniques.
Combined with intelligent use of outsourcing and solid visual design,
unCHarteD 2 wound up becoming one of the smoothest game experiences
in recent memory for a large portion of the game population.
On top of that, Naughty Dog swept awards shows internationally,
winning “best visual arts,” “best technology,” and “game of the year” at the
Game Developers Choice Awards.

ValVe Corporation
Bellevue, WA
Valve represents the developer ideal. Resolutely independent, with an almost
contrarian streak, the studio works on the games that it wants to play and
releases them when it’s ready. Valve’s work is also instantly identifiable;
showing an attention to visual detail, smart writing, and carefully tuned
design that has earned the studio
many committed fans. The name Valve
means something to its audience and
the studio has been careful to maintain
that trust. 2009 saw the arrival of Left
4 DeaD 2 and coming as it did so soon
after the original Left 4 DeaD, it might
Left 4 DeaD 2
have been tempting to treat the release
as a simple expansion pack. Instead, the studio produced a fully realized
game of astonishing graphic elegance and fearsome gameplay.
In addition to its great games, a fertile development ecology has grown
up around Valve. With more than 25 million PC users of Steam and a just
released Mac version, Valve’s digital distribution service is providing a stable
and lucrative platform for developers and publishers both large and small.
Valve’s Source engine technology is also the center of a vibrant mod scene.

insomniaC
Burbank, CA
Insomniac makes our list for the newest installment in its ratCHet & CLank
series, ratCHet & CLank future: a CraCk in tiMe. Though often glossed over
by more adult gaming press, the game was widely considered by fans to
be one of the best in the series, showing the power of retaining ownership
of your property, compared to series
ratChet & CLank fUtUre
like spyro and CrasH BanDiCoot, which
floundered under unfamiliar studios.
Insomniac also continues its
community-facing practices, from
the Full Moon Show podcast, which
updates gamers about the goings-on
at the studio, to its Nocturnal Initiative, which shared the company’s code
and ideas with other developers (that project seems to have slowed since
2009). Perhaps most importantly, Insomniac employees seem generally
happy where they work, and the company has a relatively low turnaround
in spite of occasional crunch.

Firemint
Melbourne, Australia
Firemint is one of those few independent iPhone developers that has
managed to achieve success in both the high end and low end of the
pricing scale, with the ubiquitous fLigHt ControL in the cheaper category,
and the 3D racing game reaL raCing in the more full priced camp.
The company has been making games for mobile platforms since its
formation in 1999, but never achieved breakout worldwide success or
recognition until the iPhone platform’s
launch. The company correctly
positioned both titles in terms of
design and price point, catering to
players who want something lighter
(but addictive) and something a bit
deeper, respectively.
fLight ControL
Looking forward for Firemint,
the company is bringing both fLigHt ControL and reaL raCing to the iPad,
looking to capitalize on the titles’ existing success.
naughty Dog
Santa Monica, CA
Naughty Dog has become the jewel in Sony’s first-party crown, and with
unCHarteD 2: aMong tHieves the studio delivered a widescreen action
adventure that could easily match Hollywood’s recent entertainment
output in terms of both visuals and narrative. That unCHarteD 2 was a video
game rather than a film didn’t seem
particularly unusual to anyone—a fact
that speaks volumes about the cultural
acceptance of games as a medium for
entertaining adults.
On the development side, the
company has admitted that it’s a bit of
UnCharteD 2
a controlled chaos at times, but there
are a lot of progressive practices at work here, such as the simultaneous
voice and motion capturing led by creative director Amy Hennig, which

square enix

Tokyo, Japan
Although Square Enix has been very active as a publisher over the last few
years, its work as a developer has been relatively low key, limited primarily
to remakes of classic titles and updates to ancillary franchises. That all
changed with the release of the much-anticipated finaL fantasy Xiii in
Japan last fall. Now that we can see the results of more than four years
of the studio’s work first hand, we are reminded again of Square Enix’s
raison d’être: creating tremendously
ambitious RPGs that blur the line
between game and cinema.
While the resulting design
decisions will be hotly debated in
the coming months and perhaps
years, there is no doubt that the
finaL fantasy Xiii
studio has made a bold statement on
accessibility and cross-gender appeal with the release of finaL fantasy Xiii,
distilling the JRPG genre down to its most critical elements.
Outside of the console game world, Square Enix has been making
moves in the iPhone space, aggressively developing new content for the
system at multiple different scales, eschewing the 99 cent price point to
which most developers default. 2009 was also the year that Square Enix
purchased Eidos Interactive and its stable of developers.

reliC entertainment

Vancouver, British Columbia
Relic has become one of the masters of real-time strategy game design,
cementing this with the release of 2009’s WarHaMMer 40,000: DaWn of War ii.
With nearly a decade of CoMpany
of H eroes and W arHaMMer titles
under its belt, Relic has been steadily
refining its unique approach to RTS
design that emphasizes operational
mobility over resource farming in a
Warhammer 40,000: DaWn of War ii
manner that more closely reflects the
dynamic give and take of real-world warfare. We can only hope that Relic
will one day turn its attention back to the HoMeWorLD franchise that gave
the studio its auspicious start.
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Zynga

San Francisco, CA
Zynga claims 100 million players every month and was one of the first
companies to claim profitability in the social space. With development
studios in the U.S. Europe, and India, the company is quickly becoming a
mega-developer on the social platform, with titles including FarmVille and
maFia Wars.
Farmville
Increasing friction between the
developer and Facebook over the
revenue split on Facebook Credits
may lead to Zynga forming its own
independent social gaming network,
a move that would have interesting
historical parallels to the disruption of
the console gaming industry seen in the late 70s that was brought about
by the rise of independent publishers.
Zynga’s developer count numbers over 800, and the company is
clearly forward looking in its approach to the web and games in general. We
can only hope that its development practices will rise to match that level
of progressiveness. FarmVille won “best new online/social game” at the
Choice Awards, so our confidence has been placed.

Sumo Digital

Sheffield, UK
Sumo has been toiling away making extremely competent games since
its founding in 2003, notably reviving older arcade-oriented titles for their
parent companies. In 2009, Sumo (now owned by independent conglomerate Foundation 9 Entertainment)
released several notable games that
make it worthy of this list.
On the downloadable side, the
company released rally game GTi
Club+ for Konami on PSN, as well as
Outrun Online arcade
O uTrun O nline a rCade for PSN and
XBLA, both to positive critical review. Jumping genres, the company also
brought VirTua Tennis 2009 to the table, the first since VirTua Tennis 3
several years prior.
This UK developer, composed of Gremlin Interactive alums, quietly makes
very good games, but tends to fly under the radar by virtue of the company
name being subsumed by the larger logos of the games’ license holders.

Q-gameS

Kyoto, Japan
Q-Games is uniquely positioned to bridge the space between Eastern and
Western game development. Founded by a Briton but based in Japan,
Q-Games works closely with both Nintendo and Sony, even working on
the cross media bar visualization for the PlayStation 3. The downloadable
games arena has been its focus for
Pixeljjunk ShOOter
a number of years and 2009 saw
releases from the studio on both
DSiWare and the PlayStation Network.
Perhaps best known for the
P ixel J unk games, Q-Games most
recently released PixelJunk shOOTer.
Part art game, part scrolling shooter, PixelJunk shOOTer features an
intriguing mix of action, exploration, and environmental puzzle solving, all
wrapped up in elegant 2D art and a pulsing back beat from the The Orb’s Alex
Paterson. 2009 also saw the release of sTarshiP deFense, a DSiWare tower
defense title.

BliZZarD
Irvine, CA
While Blizzard did not release a major expansion pack to its seminal WOrld OF
WarCraFT in 2009, nor any other game for that matter, Blizzard makes our list
for sheer retention of millions of players. WOW is the only subscription-based
RPG to retain these kinds of numbers. A few free-to-play games can boast a
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higher player base than Blizzard’s flagship MMO, but those titles generally
have a lot of player turnover, and the vast majority of players never pay a cent.
In Blizzard’s case, the company has had to make constant patches,
smooth out the UI, integrate microtransactions, and simply make sure
there’s enough content for 11.5
WOrld OF WarcraFt
million paying subscribers (as of
December 2008) of all levels of
experience. This is no simple task,
and attests to why the company
claims over 4,700 employees.
In 2009 Blizzard revamped its
Battle.net service, moving toward
getting all players to use the online client to launch their games. Its
intention to streamline the user experience is ultimately being seen by
fans as a good thing, despite complaints over sTarCraFT ii’s requirements
to use the system for multiplayer.

Sucker Punch ProDuctionS
Bellevue, WA
Comic books and video games have always gone together, but it is rare
to see an original title like Sucker Punch’s inFamOus that so successfully
conveys the energy and spirit of comic
book heroics (and villainy). Employing
a go-anywhere design, inFamOus turns
the city into giant romper room for
super hero antics.
Sucker Punch was previously
known for its kid-friendly series of
inFamOuS
s ly C OOPer games and the studio’s
winning transition to the more mature style of inFamOus is a good example
of playing to your strengths as a developer while reaching new audiences.
The PlayStation 3 exclusivity of the title arguably limited the audience, but
on the flip side may have provided a marketing boost.
PoPcaP

Seattle, WA
As is common for casual game companies, PopCap did a lot of work in 2009
to bring its existing games to new platforms. The company released over
two dozen titles across almost every platform.
Lately though, the company has really been coming into its own with
original IP. We started taking more notice of the company in this regard
when it released PeGGle in 2007, and
PlantS vS. ZOmbieS
since then the hits have kept coming.
2009 was no exception, with the
release of the indomitable PlanTs Vs.
ZOmbies, created by George Fan.
PlanTs Vs. ZOmbies has taken all
downloadable markets by storm,
instantly rocketing to the top of any
platform it touches (though for the period discussed, that’s only PC). The
game shows, alongside several others, that dedication to polish can make
what would otherwise be a traditional tower defense game into something
much stickier.

riot
Culver City, CA
This independent developer released its first game, leaGue OF leGends, in 2009.
The game is based on the exceedingly
popular deFense OF The anCienTs map in
WarCraFT iii, which wound up spawning
an entire genre. Riot’s game, for its part,
included input from some of the original
map’s creators.
league OF legendS
leaGue OF leGends follows the nowpervasive free to play, pay for items business model, and has launched in

the West, but additionally in China, where this particular model is already
fully accepted as the de facto payment scheme. The company prides itself on
working with fan input to create its content, boasting a “suggestion engine”
through which players can request changes. The company requested
input all through initial development as well, which when combined with
its solid matchmaking service makes for a very player-friendly experience.

CryptiC
Los Gatos, CA
In its first full year under Atari ownership, this small company managed
to release two full-fledged MMOs within six months of each other—
Champions online and star trek online. Only Champions was released
during calendar 2009, but the company’s ability to work on both with
under 200 employees is impressive. Champions online
Cryptic focuses on player-versusplayer games specifically, and excels
in creating compelling sandboxes in
which players can test their might.
Looking to the future for Cryptic,
it seems that while the company
can launch successful IP to critical acclaim, it needs to reinforce its
infrastructure to support these titles for the long term. The company
suffers from the predicament of many mid-size online game developers—
its games follow the typical player excitement curve of many MMOs, where
much of the content is front-loaded, and the game is developed as the
players play. 2010 will be a critical year for Cryptic, as it supports STO and
plans new projects.
roCksteady

London, UK
Rocksteady has rocketed itself into the elites of the UK game industry
with the studio’s sophomore effort, B atman : a rkham a sylum . With
that game, the company was suddenly the jewel of the country, and
cofounder/game director Sefton
Hill’s name was everywhere, up from
comparative obscurity.
This isn’t without reason—the
game was the best use of a license
in recent memory, and one of the
better-designed games of the year.
Batman: arkham asylum
Love for the franchise combined with
solid execution meant the game was universally lauded by the press, and
praised by the industry, winning the “best game design” award at the
game developers choice awards. It’s been a big year for the company on all
counts, as it was acquired by Time Warner (Eidos/Square Enix retains a 25
percent stake), and won “best studio” in the Spike TV Video Game Awards
for 2009.

Ubisoft Montreal
Montreal, Quebec
Out of all the mega-studios, Ubisoft Montreal strikes us as one of the most
creative and artistically successful. With well over a thousand developers
on staff and partial or whole responsibility for high-profile franchises
like assassin’s Creed, tom ClanCy, prinCe of persia, and far Cry, Ubisoft
Montreal is a behemoth.
But with that size comes deep
artistic and technical resources that
allow it to recreate detailed game
worlds such as the ornate architecture
of Renaissance-era Venice in assassin’s
C reed 2, the lush forest world of
assassin's Creed 2
Pandora in James Cameron’s avatar: the
Game, and the grim, desaturated architecture of tom ClanCy’s splinter Cell:
ConviCtion (which the studio worked on for much of 2009).

radiCal entertainMent

Vancouver, British Columbia
Radical Entertainment, owned by Activision, had been doing yeoman work
on licensed properties for most of the past decade but with prototype the
studio stepped out with an original title
of its own. The result was a smoothlyplayable exploration of the sandbox
school of game design. Weirdly violent
in places but with a smart storyline
that plays on modern fears of infection
and control, p rotot ype was the prototype
confident work of a studio with near decades of development know-how.
Though Radical was hit with layoffs, they didn’t occur until 2010, and
did not seem to reflect at all on the quality of prototype or the company’s
recent offerings.

Volition inC.

Champaign, IL
In Volition’s saint’s row series the developer seemed to be walking a shaky line,
sometimes serious but often veering into pure video game ridiculousness.
With red faCtion: Guerrilla the game’s tone is altogether more somber but
with plenty of opportunities for emergent fun thanks to the destructible play
environments afforded by the studio’s
Geo-Mod engine.
As a studio, Volition has always
had an eye toward the unique play
opportunities that its technology
enables, going all the way back its
red FaCtion: Guerilla
first title desCent: freespaCe which
featured enormous destructible capital ships. The ability to deal out
physical chaos on a massive scale is one of the more unique experiences to
be found in video games and it is a pleasure that Volition continues to refine.

new super mario Bros. wii

nintendo entertainMent analysis and deVelopMent
(nintendo ead)
Kyoto, Japan
Despite Nintendo’s prominence in the game industry the company has
always seemed a bit removed from the business as a whole. This is because
Nintendo is essentially a toy company: both historically and in its institutional
mindset. While the game industry goes about its business, Nintendo has
been happy to follow its own path, successfully selling its toys to both
children and adults while paying little heed to changes in game fashion.
While the space marine set may look askance at Nintendo’s brightly
colored, general audience offerings, tightly designed titles like wii fit
plus, wii sports resort, and new super mario Bros. wii have gone on to
sell millions of copies this past year. Special note must also be made of
Nintendo’s innovative “Super Guide” player assistance system, first seen
in new super mario Bros. wii, which aims to help less skilled players
without ruining the game’s creative presentation.
Nintendo continues to innovate in the console game space, broadening
the market to new consumers that only Facebook could hope to touch, and
it’s the internal Kyoto studio that leads the way in this regard.
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Some people will tell you that having a good eye iS
an artist’s gift—that no sooner have artists left the womb
than they’re able to see the world differently than regular
folk, and hence have a natural tendency toward brilliant art.
These people couldn’t be more wrong. The notion that artists
are "born, not made” is complete nonsense. The simple truth
is that artists learn to hone their eyes over many years of
education and practice.
The two authors of this article both took this long journey
to obtain good eyes, and then journeyed past, to the brave
frontier of game design. In making the switch we found that
visual arts and game design share a lot in common. The
principles we’d learned as we became artists were useful in
game design too. In this article we’ll share three art principles
that we’ve found particularly useful as game designers:
thumbnail sketches, the Golden Ratio, and anticipation.
thumBn ail S Ke tC he S

» Thumbnail sketches are small abbreviated drawings, just an inch or

R o B

K a y

a n d

a n d y

t u d o R

two in size, which artists use to explore ideas quickly. A graphic designer
might do thumbnail sketches of possible page layouts, a fashion
designer might sketch interesting new silhouettes, and a product
designer could explore new form factors. These rapidly sketched ideas
give them multiple directions for attacking their problem. They help
artists find strong ideas and rule out weak ones before precious time
and resources are committed. A common practice is to explore a wide
range of possible solutions with thumbnail sketches before committing
to any single idea. This approach works, is widely practiced, and
www.gdmag.com
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becomes second nature to
most artists.
I first had thumbnail
sketches explained to me
in my high school graphic
design class, and have
used them non-stop since.
Jumping into game design,
the habit stuck and I’ve
found thumbnail sketches
really useful here as well.
These "sketches" don’t have
to be in perfect visual form
either, if you’re not an artist.
Ideas can be sketched out
in text, diagram, diorama, or
stick figures.
It’s worth noting that the
major difference between
thumbnails and prototypes
is that thumbnails are far
faster to create. Creating
them quickly means a
range of possible options
can be explored in minutes,
not days. The key use of
thumbnails then is a rapid
exploration of the solution
space prior to prototyping.
The end result is one
well-defined problem, and
multiple ideas for solving
it. This early exploration via
thumbnails increases the
chances of revealing the
“obvious solution,” which
of course only becomes

obvious once it’s found.
Here are three examples,
two from my time at
Harmonix and one from
AiLive.
ROCK BAND, drum controller
design. Early on, I did some
thumbnails of various drum
pad layouts, mostly to help
me think visually about
the various alternatives we
were discussing. This varied
from things like the number
of pads, asymmetrical
vs symmetrical layouts,
and different mappings
of drums and cymbals
to pads. By doing quick
drawings of the layouts
which bubbled up in
conversation, I was forced
to identify more important
criteria (for instance, pads
should be readable as one
row to aid usability). This in
turn fed into more design
discussion. The solutions
we gravitated toward at this
early stage (four pads in a
row, kick pedal mounted to
the frame) shaped our first
physical prototype, became
requirements for the
industrial design phase, and
can be seen in the shipping
drum controllers.

ABOVE: A thumbnail sketch for EYETOY: ANTIGRAV’s
skyway level. Sections 1, 2, and 3 rough out the big
picture of a journey which descends though clouds,
rooftops, and down the side of a skyscraper into the
city. RIGHT: A moment from the rooftops section in
the final version of EYETOY: ANTIGRAV.
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EYETOY: ANTIGRAV, level
design thumbnails. On this
project, quick sketches
helped us explore bigpicture ideas for each level
and the main sections
within. Ideas came from
the whole team through
Harmonix's internal
newsgroups, and were
incorporated into thumbnail
sketches and resulting
level designs. The ideas
came together first in
sketch form, informing the
digital 2D maps and 3D
level creation that followed.
The sketches focused on
the main lines through a
level, dramatic changes of
environment and direction,
and most of all, created
a sense of journey. Time
pressure limited the
amount of exploration, but
there was just enough for
solid ideas to come together
on paper, and the resulting
levels were well received.
AiLive, game concepting.
The thumbnail approach
has helped us generate
and evaluate new game
concepts at AiLive. In
this case, the thumbnail
sketches weren't literally

The shipping ROCK BAND
controller, the pad layout
of which first found form in
thumbnail sketches.

sketches, but words: a
collection of very short
game descriptions in
the spirit of thumbnail
sketches. Each game
thumbnail attacked our
new project's brief from a
different angle. I'm happy to
say a clear winner emerged,
and while I can't say much
about it yet, I will say it
wasn't the first interesting
idea we had; an important
point we'll return to in a
moment.
When creating and
reviewing thumbnails,
there are a couple of tricks
to avoid pitfalls. First, you
should never go with the
first idea. This is easier said

than done. It can be very
tempting to develop the
first half-decent idea that
emerges. Jumping straight
into a design or prototyping
phase like this is a risky
move. No amount of
detailed thinking or iteration
makes up for a bad early
design call. Iteration is like
walking up a mountain. You
need to do it to reach the
summit, but it helps if you
choose the right mountain
first. Or put more simply,
you can't polish a turd.
Avoiding this pitfall is
simple. Be diligent. Explore
different ideas in thumbnail
sketches before developing
any single idea too far. Force

yourself (or your team)
to come up with several
approaches to your problem,
thumbnail them, and do a
little analysis of the options
on the table before making
big design calls.
Second, make the
criteria explicit. It's much
easier to evaluate an idea
objectively as strong or
weak with a list of criteria.
What qualities are required
in the solution? What's
desirable? What isn't
desired? Exploring options
via thumbnails gets you
thinking about the pros
and cons, and forces you
to get a clear picture of
your own criteria. The more
explicit the needs, the
more defined the solution
space is, and the easier it
is to generate good ideas.
A lack of criteria can lead to
idea churn, and can force

you to run with an idea
you're not sure about.
If there are enough
criteria, it can make sense
to throw together a quick
table to make evaluation
easier. For example, list
your idea thumbnails
(one per row) and your
criteria (one per column).
Find a simple metric by
which to rate each column
and complete the table.
This helps clarify the big
picture, and makes a
good conversation point
for collaborative decisionmaking.

T H E GOLDE N R AT IO

» Since 500 BCE, the

arts and sciences have
studied and utilized the
Golden Ratio in their work.
Either consciously or
subconsciously, the usage
and recurrence of the

In Gears of War 2, guided by the Golden Ratio, the player’s eye and Marcus’ path are channeled between the
two buildings, with the main action area staying in the bottom third of the screen.

mathematical constant
1.618 and the proportion
of thirds in nature,
architecture, and biology is
one that has kept boffins
and people who wear bow
ties intrigued for years.
At the risk of comparing

Bayonetta’s currency
progression system to the
works of Pythagoras and
Da Vinci, the Golden Ratio is
also in active use in video
games, as a modern day
medium where art and
science collaborate.

For the purposes of
simplicity, though there
are many equations and
diagrams that can aid the
definition of the Golden
Ratio, we’ll consider an
approximation—the
relationship between one-
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third and two-thirds. This
ratio creates an interesting
asymmetrical balance,
and is often used as a
compositional device. In
this guise, the Golden Ratio
can be extensively seen
in game interface design,
camera positioning, and
environment layout. If
we take a broader look at
the mathematics around
gameplay length, the
Golden Ratio can also bear
some interesting analysis
there too.
Dependent on genre or
platform, one statistic that

remains generally constant
is that a third of purchasers
actually finish games,
according to research we
did at sony. In today's
world of "butterfly media"
(where users move rapidly
between different media
sources), traditional games
now fight for spare time
with many other electronic
activities, such as TV, social
networking, and mobile
gaming/Internet browsing.
It's worth considering, then,
that the chances of players
actually getting that final
Weapon of Epicness or

reaching that Ultimate Boss
Battle are generally quite
slim.
Therefore, one good
usage of the Rule of Thirds
is to keep splitting your
total game length into
thirds until you reach a
"gameplay bite" length of
around half an hour (the
average time spent by
players in a session).
If you ensure that some
new experience or gameplay
change or substantial
reward is synchronized with
these half-hour session,
you can be more confident

When in cover, the camera in splintEr cEll naturally moves into position so that Sam Fisher takes up a vertical
third of the screen, with his eyeline hitting the top horizontal third.

A simple interface in Mass EffEct 2 allows the player to reconstruct Commander Shepard’s face. This is
made all the more aesthetically pleasing and user-friendly through the lens of thirds.
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that the player is going to
keep returning to the game
because to them, regular
and meaningful "carrots on
sticks" provide compelling
gameplay rewards.
Evidence of this can be
seen in some of the more
memorable and successful
games of the past few
years, such as Resident
evil 4, UnchaRted 2, shadow
complex, and Batman:
aRkham asylUm, all of which
continue to throw brand
new experiences at the
player. Whether that's with a
new mission type, weapon,
location change, story twist,
character introduction, or
power-up, the regularity of
these incentives may keep
the player involved beyond
their traditional cutoff point.
Subconsciously, players look
forward to the next reveal,
since they know they won't
have to wait very long for it.
On need FoR speed:
shiFt we achieved this by
layering multiple reward
mechanisms of Cash,
Badges, Stars, and Driver
Levels in order to create
a persistent urge of "just
one more race" within the
player. Where possible,
these were timed to occur
within half hour bites, and
at a higher level, we used
the concept of thirds to
structure the introduction
of game modes, Tier
unlocking, track and car
reveals, and communication
of the roadmap for the
player's final entry into the
NFS World Championship.
We also provided sneak
peeks of future events
in Career in order to give
the player a chance to
experience our equivalents
of the Weapons of Epicness
ahead of time. Telemetry
showed that over 55
percent of players reached
the penultimate tier in the
game due to these choices,
significantly higher than the
baseline statistic.

AN TICIPATION

»

Back in the 1930s,
Disney's "nine old men"
coined 12 basic principles
for animation. One of
the most insightful
is anticipation—the
preparation for an action.
It turns out that when
animating, the individual
actions themselves are
relatively unimportant. The
key is selling the audience
on the idea that something
is about to happen (the
anticipation) and then a
moment later that it did
happen (the reaction). For
example: a boxer pulls his
arm back to prepare for a
punch (anticipation), strikes
his opponent (action),
who recoils from the hit
(reaction). Every action
has three distinct phases:
anticipation, action, and
reaction. To ensure their
animation can be read by
audiences, animators the
world over use this threestep approach, which always
starts with anticipation.
So, how can this
principle be used in game
design? It turns out that the
anticipation-action-reaction
model is a great aid for
crafting clear and rewarding
player interactions.
For a moment, let's
re-frame games as
interactive animation.
Games are much richer
than this of course, but the
simplification is useful for
breaking down the magic of
a single interactive moment.
So, in an interactive
animation, the player
co-animates the action
with the game. The game
serves up opportunities
for the player to trigger
action animations using
button presses, and does
it so expertly that it feels
to players that they, rather
than the game, are driving
events forward.
It's an illusion of
course. In fact, each and

Divide gameplay length into thirds until you reach a gameplay bite
of around a half hour, and then plan a new experience or reward at
these markers to ensure a steady and meaningful progression.

every interaction moment
is an illusion which can
be analyzed with our
anticipation-action-reaction
model. Break it down, and
it's the game that animates
the anticipation, which
cues the player to trigger
the action animation, which
the game swiftly follows
up with a suitable reaction
animation. What the game
is responsible for animating
here is critical. It's creating
both the anticipation and the
reaction, telling the player
what to do and letting them
know that they did it. Each
and every moment in a game
is forged between game and
player in this manner.
Let's look at some
examples using an
animator's eye for spotting
the anticipation, action, and
reaction.
First, let's discuss the
so-called quick time events

in the God of War series. The
player is asked to perform
a sequence of moves, one
at a time. Breaking down
one move using our model,
a monstrous enemy is
stunned with a large circle
icon floating above its head.
The stun animation and the
circle icon is the game's
form of anticipation. It cues
the player to press the circle
button quickly, triggering
the attack move. This
button press is the action.
In response to the button
press, the game animates
Kratos attacking the enemy
who recoils from the attack,
often with some animated
gore as payoff. This is the
reaction.
Now, let’s look at
another God of War
moment, this time a block
move in combat. An enemy
within attack range of
Kratos pulls his sword back.

This is the anticipation,
exaggerated and held in
place just long enough for
the player to spot it. This
“tell” cues the player to hold
down the block button. In
response to this button
press, the game animates
Kratos into a block stance,
and the incoming enemy
attack is greeted by a
ricochet reaction which
includes a gratifying shower
of metal-on-metal sparks.
This is the reaction.
The final example is
almost devoid of animation,
showing that the principle
is a universal one. Consider
Star Power activation in
Guitar Hero. A “Star Power
Ready” message flashes
center screen as the Star
Power meter begins pulsing
to draw attention. This is the
anticipation. The player lifts
the guitar neck upwards
providing the action. The
game sends electricity
FX rushing down the play
surface, notes turn electric
blue, and the crowd roars.

This is the reaction.
It’s worth noting that the
anticipation-action-reaction
model has a parallel in
interface design, known
as "cue, action, feedback,"
about which much has been
written (see Resources).
No matter the language
you use to describe it, it’s a
powerful tool for analyzing
and creating interaction
moments in games.
Here are three rules

of thumb that may prove
helpful when sandwiching
player actions with
anticipation and reaction:
Stage it. In animation,
staging is the clear
presentation of an idea.
This usually means
communicating one visual
element of the game at a
time, leading the viewer’s
eye to that one element,
exaggerating its size or

As God of War quicktime events show, anticipation can be created
anywhere in the game’s user interface. In this case, it’s created
on the HUD as well as the enemy character. It could just as
easily come from the environment, the lighting, visual effects,
the sound effects, the music, the controller rumble, or any other
channel capable of communicating with the player.
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IllusIon of lIfe by Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston
The AnImATors survIvAl KIT by Richard Williams
A PAInTer’s GuIde To desIGn And ComPosITIon by Margot
Schulzke
The Power of lImITs: ProPorTIonAl hArmonIes In
nATure, ArT, And ArChITeCTure by Gyorgy Doczi
The desIGn of everydAy ThInGs by Donald Norman
unIversAl PrInCIPles of desIGn by William Lidwell, Kritina
Holden, Jill Butler

AR T FOR ALL

» That concludes our

Star Power in Guitar Hero carries a theme into the uI for maximum impact.

duration. Staging can be
particularly tricky in games,
as we often deal with an
interplay of systems which,
by their nature, throw
up near simultaneous
interactions. The more
actions you anticipate at
any given moment, the less
likely it is that the player will
see or hear them, and the
less well-staged they’ll be. A
cluttered HUD is an obvious
symptom of poor staging.
Some tips to help staging:
anticipate only when you
need the action (not all the
time), remember to use
audio and tactile channels,
and always look for
opportunities to simplify.
Theme it. Ideally, every
element of a game

reinforces the intended
player experience. Theming
can be a great way to do
this. For example, to help
the player feel like a Guitar
Hero, we themed our
secondary game mechanics
in that game around Star
Power. The idea was to
boost the showmanship
side of being a rock star
knowing we already had
musicianship covered in
our core beat-matching
gameplay. We knew the
user interface would need to
be clear and themed around
our idea. The question
became what does Star
Power, which is a bit of an
abstract concept, look and
sound like? The electricity
theme we used felt right for
a game about rock ‘n roll,

AnTICIPATIOn
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and crucially gave us a bold
color (electric blue) to aid
with staging.
Playtest it. It’s impossible
to know if anticipationaction-reaction solutions
are working until you
actually see people “get
it,” as they’re co-animating
your game with you. Clear
anticipation is particularly
hard to get right.
Fortunately, it’s very easy
to tell when you’re failing.
If your playtesters don’t
perform the action you’re
expecting at the moment
you want them to, chances
are your anticipation
isn’t clear enough (which
usually means it’s too
subtle).

ACTIOn

whistlestop tour of the
proven art principles
we’ve found useful in
game design. We started
off with the thumbnail
method, proven to help
avoid common pitfalls in
idea development. Andy
showed you how the
Golden Ratio can be used
to stage a game’s rewards
and content. The tour
finished up by showing how
animators sell individual
actions using anticipation,
and how designers can
harness the anticipationaction-reaction model to
inspect and craft every
moment of interaction with
the player. Knowledge and
practice of these principles
can help you inspect any
game with an artist's eye.
Applying proven art
principles to your game
design will pay dividends,
and what we’ve covered
here is just the tip of the
iceberg. I’d encourage

game designers from any
background who want
to improve their eye to
break out some art books
(see Resources for our
recommendations). Let’s
not forget that many
revered game designers
began their careers as
artists—Fumito Ueda (ico)
and Shigeru Miyamoto
(Mario) to name just two. So
you’ll certainly be in good
company!
R O b K A y has been making
games for a decade, most notably
as lead designer of Guitar Hero
and rock Band. He began his
career animating Looney Tunes
characters, and is now creative
director at Wii MotionPlus creator
AiLive, where he’s leading a new
game project.
A n d y T u d O R has worked in
the game industry for ten years,
creating environments and
cinematics for titles like Primal,
24, and eyetoy. Most recently, he
was lead designer on need For
SPeed: SHiFt at London-based
developer Slightly Mad Studios.

REACTIOn
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Unreal Technology News
by Mark Rein, Epic Games, Inc.
Canadian-born Mark Rein is
vice president and co-founder
of Epic Games based in Cary,
North Carolina.
Epic’s Unreal Engine 3 has won
Game Developer magazine’s
Best Engine Front Line Award
four times and is also one of
the few Hall of Fame inductees.
Epic’s internally developed
titles include the 2006
Game of the Year “Gears of
War” for Xbox 360 and PC;
“Unreal Tournament 3” for
PC, PlayStation 3 and Xbox
360; “Gears of War 2” for Xbox
360; and “Gears of War 3” for
Xbox 360.

ZOMBIE GOES DOWNLOAD-ONLY WITH UNREAL
ENGINE 3 FOR “BLACKLIGHT: TANGO DOWN”
Independent developer Zombie Studios has been
working with Unreal Engine technology for almost a
decade, shipping games like “America’s Army: Special
Forces,”“Shadow Ops: Red Mercury,” and “Saw: The
Video Game.”
The studio’s latest project, “Blacklight: Tango Down,” is
a fully featured, downloadable multiplayer shooter for
Xbox LIVE Arcade, PlayStation Network and PC slated
for release this summer.

Please email:
mrein@epicgames.com
for appointments.

Long explained how Epic’s direct licensee support in
tandem with the proliﬁc community of Unreal Engine
developers is crucial to his team’s productivity.

“The support from Epic is great, but nothing beats the
support of a peer trying to solve a similar problem.
Epic is way ahead of the curve in community tools and
communication.”

E3 2010
Los Angeles, CA
June 15-17, 2010

Gamescom
Cologne, Germany
August 18-22, 2010

“GFx is Scaleform’s Flash transcoder for UI components,”
Long added. “Authoring in Flash and exporting directly
into Unreal allows our interface artists – and increasingly, our level designers – to rapidly iterate UI designs
and to add state-of-the-art motion graphic eﬀects to
our menus, HUD and even mini-games. We’re using
almost every feature Scaleform oﬀers in ‘Tango Down.’”

“The Unreal Developer Network (UDN) is Epic’s secret
weapon,” said Long. “There are literally hundreds of
developers sharing information in real time on the
UDN.

Upcoming Epic
Attended Events:

Develop
Brighton, UK
July 13-15, 2010

artists and level designers have allows us to get under
the hood to optimize every element, so these visual
improvements don’t impact framerate.”

Zombie Studios’ Blacklight: Tango Down

Set 25 years in the future, “Blacklight: Tango Down” is a
covert military action epic based more on science-fact
than science ﬁction.
Early buzz has emphasized the game’s high-quality
visuals, complete leveling system, Black Ops co-op
mode, generous customization options, equipment like
Hyper Reality Vision (HRV) visors and weapons like digi
grenades. Multiplayer modes support up to four players
with the ability to seamlessly jump in and jump out of
the action at any time.
Zombie has found certain Unreal Engine 3 features
to be indispensable for quickly achieving the team’s
creative vision.
“I think Epic’s Lightmass and Scaleform GFx features are
my favorites in ‘Tango Down,’” said Mark Long, CEO of
Zombie Studios.

Zombie is pushing the envelope even further with its
“Blacklight” property, expanding the military action
adventure franchise to include movies and comic books
from Fox Atomic Studios. And it’s using Unreal Engine 3
technology in some new and exciting ways.
NOT JUST GAMES: ZOMBIE TO MAKE FEATURE
FILMS WITH UNREAL ENGINE 3 AS WELL
“We’re doing something really cool with Unreal Engine
3 that no one has tried before,” added Long. “Through
our partners in Blacklight Transmedia, we’re using
Unreal to produce a live-action feature ﬁlm titled
‘Samurai.’ We just completed a proof-of-concept that
composites live-action actors shot on a green screen
with props and environments created in Unreal. The
goal is to share movie and game productions, and it is
amazing looking!”
Also on the horizon at Zombie is the Unreal Engine
3-powered, third-person survival horror game “Saw II”
for PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360. Published by Konami,
“Saw II” is scheduled for a simultaneous release with
the “Saw VII” motion picture this fall.
For UE3 licensing inquiries email:
licensing@epicgames.com

“Ambient occlusion takes scene realism to a new level.
Our environments look stunning after just a default
pass on lighting.
“What used to take weeks before can be done in hours
with Lightmass. The level of control the environmental

For Epic job information visit:
www.epicgames.com/epic_jobs.html
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T I M O T H Y

B E L L

IN THE SPRING OF 2005, FOUR DEVELOPERS WENT TO E3 TO PITCH A GAME ABOUT THE FOUR
Horsemen of the Apocalypse to any publisher who would listen. Most publishers were polite,
but clearly not interested in backing a new IP from a team of four guys with no track record.
THQ was one of the last publishers to hear the pitch that year and by the time they saw
the demo on a cracked monitor, the Vigil Games team had all but thrown in the towel. Nine
months after that pitch, THQ acquired Vigil Games and work began in earnest on DARKSIDERS.
Now that production on DARKSIDERS has wrapped, the story of how the game began has
been romanticized into a tale of “four guys, a cracked monitor, and a dream.” But the reality
is that the challenges our studio faced over the four years that followed were enormous. We
had to create a new IP, a new proprietary engine, new tools, grow the team from those four
people to over 124 people, and find a way to balance a second mammoth project.
WHAT WENT RIGHT
1) STRONG VISUAL DIRECTION. Joe Madureira was one of the four founders of Vigil Games. Joe is one of the
most well-known comic book artists around, and he has a very distinctive art style. Our visual goal was to
make every character and environment in DARKSIDERS reflect his visual style.
The character side of things proved easier than the environment side. Joe drew the vast majority of our
creature and character concepts. There were a few issues initially because Joe likes to draw his characters
in dynamic poses. This approach presented a challenge to the character artists because there weren’t a lot
of traditional T-poses or character turnarounds to give the artists a clear direction on a given character from
all angles. In those cases, the character artists were able to work directly with Joe to resolve any issues.
When you look at Joe Mad’s comic work, you’ll notice a distinct lack of environment detail in most
panels. The focus is always on the action and the characters—not on the backdrops. We had to find ways
to dissect Joe’s character style and then apply those principles to the environment art. A lot of next-gen
console games use photo reference for the bulk of their concept work and texture detail. We couldn’t use
most of those libraries as a base because Joe’s art style is anything but photo-realistic. Moreover, there
simply isn’t a real world reference for many of the more fantastic locations that we wanted to create in
DARKSIDERS. A ton of iteration was involved in finding the right mix of “painterly” style with texture detail.
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2) STRIKE TEAMS. We tried multiple
variations on the strike team concept
over the course of DARKSIDERS'
development. Our early strike team
efforts would definitely belong on the
“what went wrong” side of the ledger.
Right after we first entered full
production mode, we decided to
divide up the work based on the
major points of interest in the game.
The “hub and spoke” nature of the
game world made it easy to find
division lines and break the world into
what we believed to be manageable
chunks. We then assigned members
from each discipline to these strike
teams and empowered them to
work as a group to complete each
game area. We tried to divide the
experience and talent pool equally
across each team to ensure no group
would fall behind. The strike teams

were full of developers waiting to
unleash their creative talents. What
could go wrong?
Everything.
The milestones for each team
were several months apart, so we
didn’t discover until too late that
most teams had gone off into the
weeds. They weren’t just a little
off track—they were so far off the
track that most of the work had to
be completely redone. This situation
infuriated the team as a whole and
wreaked havoc with our dates. It
would be a while before we tried
using strike teams again.
We revisited the strike
team concept toward the end of
production. This time around, we
used significantly fewer people on
each team, gave them extremely
clear goals, and required daily

Production art by Joe Madureira.

updates on their progress toward
those goals. Each week ended with
a demonstration of their progress to
senior management. We knew that
the increased oversight would help
keep asset production on track, but
we were concerned that the removal
of the creative aspect of the strike
teams might adversely affect team
morale. We were wrong. The strike
teams were able to solve problems
quickly and efficiently, and the
demonstrable progress that they
made each week provided a ton of
positive reinforcement for everyone
involved. As a studio, we plan to
continue using strike teams in this
way across all projects in the future.
3) FIRST PARTY-RELATIONSHIP
WITH THQ. Vigil Games was
integrated into the THQ studio

system following the acquisition
in February 2006. Our studio was
entirely focused on the Herculean
task of building the game engine,
tools, content, and team all at the
same time. THQ provided all the HR,
finance, and other infrastructure
support necessary for us to function
as a studio during that first year
of development. They continued to
provide support as we moved some
of that infrastructure in-house, and
support ramped up again towards
the end of the project when we
worked closely with the THQ QA,
CQA, and PD teams to get the game
through the submission processes
for Sony and Microsoft.
One of the high-level goals of
the THQ studio system is to share
as many of the tools and as much of
the tech as possible between each
of the studios. Not a lot happened
on that front for the first two years
after we joined THQ because of the
incredible variety of game genres
and platforms that were supported
across the company. In the last
16 months, we’ve started to make
inroads on that front. The engine
we created for DARKSIDERS is now
being used for other titles within the
THQ studio system, and more techsharing initiatives are planned for
the future.
4) USABILITY TESTING. Our first
attempt at usability testing was a
disaster. The goal was to see if the
gameplay would resonate with our
target audience. Unfortunately, the
people included in the test were
largely first-person shooter fans who
had little interest in third-person
action adventure games like ours.
The usability lab itself was still under
construction and had never done a
focus test prior to DARKSIDERS. Not
surprisingly, the feedback from those
focus testers was all over the map.
The hardest of the hardcore shooter
fans didn’t like it because it was “too
easy,” and it clearly wasn’t a firstperson shooter. Many testers didn’t
have much to say about anything
in the game. Ironically, our most
enthusiastic support came from a
tester who never made it out of the
starting crater.
All our subsequent focus tests
were handled by a professional
usability test lab. We worked
closely with the head of that lab to
determine what we should focus
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on for each test. He then spent
time with each build to make sure
that what we wanted to test could
be fairly evaluated using the build
we provided. Those usability tests
were an invaluable tool in helping
us balance the pace of the game
(puzzle solving versus combat),
discover areas that needed
additional tutorial help, and revealed
features of the game that players
simply didn’t use on a regular basis.
These tests were so useful that we
decided to build a small usability
test lab within our new facility.
5) CONSTANT ITERATION. Absolutely
nothing in DARKSIDERS made it into
the game on the first try. In the
early days of development, much
of that iteration was focused on
trying to hit the desired art style

for the first time or making the core
game mechanics “feel right.” These
iterations were extremely painful
at times, particularly during the
early production days when our
milestones were several months long
and we didn’t have weekly feedback
sessions. As our production process
matured, those iterations happened
more frequently and were smaller in
scope, resulting in the desired level
of quality but with less frustration for
the team.
The Choking Grounds area in
DARKSIDERS is a good example of
how the iterative process greatly
improved the final result. In the
original version of the Choking
Grounds, the player used the Mask of
Shadows to find Caster enemies that
were scattered around the level. The
Mask also revealed hidden geometry

in the area that the player had to use
to get to the Casters. The center of
the Choking Grounds was made up of
narrow paths and steep cliffs.
Early on, the area was visually
where we wanted it to be, but our
usability tests revealed that players
didn’t like it. In fact, they hated it.
Riding Ruin (the main character’s
horse) around the narrow passages
was difficult at best, and killing the
Casters to complete the Tortured
Gate quest just wasn’t satisfying.
We also noticed that players
continued to ignore Focus Mode
in combat, and that they didn’t
have a good grasp of all the moves
available in the game. Based on that
feedback, we completely flattened
the Choking Grounds and turned
it into a giant graveyard. We then
added several arenas to the area

in place of the Caster quest. The
arenas served as both a showcase
for combat and as mini-tutorials to
show players some of the depth of
the combat system.
Once those changes were
made, we put the Choking Grounds
back through usability testing. The
Choking Grounds went from the
worst-reviewed section of the game
to the players’ favorite area.

WHAT WENT WRONG
1) SCOPE CREEP. The original
design called for four-player co-op
featuring all four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse. The game was to
be divided into “Overworld” and
“Underworld” sections, and each
of those sections was larger than
the ultimate size of the final game.
Clearly, our reach far exceeded
WWW.GDMAG.COM
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our grasp. Some features, like
four-player co-op, were abandoned
early in the project. Others, like
the Underworld, remained a part
of the game design until late in the
production cycle.
Many of our scope problems can
be traced back to the fact that we
were a first-time studio that didn’t
clearly understand both the amount
of work involved and the rate at
which we would be able to hire
people onto the project. We should
have adjusted our scope more
aggressively during pre-production.
We didn’t. Instead, we worked on
multiple areas of the game at the
same time trying to demonstrate
our vision for each major section of
the game. Much of that work was
wasted when we ultimately had to
abandon those areas of the game.
The scope changes adversely
affected the team in a number
of ways. Many of our artists and
designers were frustrated and
demoralized by having spent so much
time on areas of the game that would
never be seen by players. Moreover,
quite a few people on the team were
left with the impression that we didn’t
have a solid plan on how we were
going to finish the game with the time
and resources that we had remaining.
The scope changes were necessary
to complete the game on time and at
the level of quality we wanted, but our
management team learned a valuable
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help animate the cutscenes to the
voice recording sessions we had
planned for early 2009.

lesson about making scope decisions
as early in the process as possible.
2) WE WORKED IN THE WRONG
ORDER. In our rush to demonstrate
a first playable area of the game, we
focused too much on the short term
of how things looked in line reviews
and demos and not on the long-term
needs of the project. As a result, we
were well into art production on a
number of areas that didn’t mesh
with core metrics, like how far our
main character War could jump or
what gear he would have at that
point in the game to help solve
puzzle elements.
In hindsight, we should have
spent a lot more time in preproduction working on all the gear
items and abilities for War. We spent
a lot of time retrofitting and iterating
on levels to make them match the
gear items and player abilities as
those systems were finalized. On
future projects, we plan to work on
gear items and abilities first so we
can use those metrics to drive the
level creation process and polish
every combat encounter.
Another major priority misstep
we made was on the script. Joe Mad
was both the lead character concept
artist as well as the creative force
behind the story for the game. We
tried offloading some of that work
by having another writer work on the
script. The script required a number
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of rewrites because the story
didn’t translate well into a video
game environment. The dialogue
didn’t reflect the personality of the
characters the way we wanted it
to, and the major plot points relied
on gameplay elements that had not
been fully fleshed out and areas
of the game that were ultimately
cut. The script wasn’t finalized until
January of 2009, less than six
months before we were scheduled
to submit the game to Sony and
Microsoft. This caused no small
number of problems with everything
from the vendor we were using to

3) OUTSOURCING BEGAN TOO
EARLY. We had a number of different
scheduled ship dates for DARKSIDERS
over the course of the project. Some
of those dates were simply not
realistic, but we had to do everything
we could as a team to try to hit them.
One way that we tried to
complete our content load on time
was through outsourcing. We only
had three concept artists on the
team. Those three artists spent
all their time creating assets for
internal use. We decided to outsource
the concepts in order to feed the
outsourcing of the in-game assets we
needed. When you combine that with
our highly iterative art processes,
you have the perfect storm.
Some of that work actually
made it into the final game. Many
of the church statues, for example,
came from those vendors. But no
one could effectively argue that
those assets were worth either
the money they cost or the time
invested it took to bring them to
fruition. We had to train every
vendor on our art pipeline and our
style guide. We used forums as our
primary communication tool with
each vendor. The written word is
rarely an effective feedback tool
for artists, and that problem is

exacerbated when you have a major language barrier between the studio
and the vendor.
Our solution to the communication problem was to have our art director spend time every day painting over screenshots of the delivered assets
to give feedback. That process improved the overall quality of assets that
we received from the vendor, but it came at the expense of the art director
spending less time with the in-house artists.
4) PRE-PRODUCTION SHORT-CIRCUITED. We did not have an effective preproduction period on DARKSIDERS. Our first few months on the project were
focused on getting through the technical design documentation process.
Once that milestone was out of the way, we had to quickly put together our
first playable level to help demonstrate the core mechanics of the game. That
effort was followed by a drive to show “something” at E3 of 2007. Instead
of using the pre-production schedule to manage internal and external
expectations, we allowed ourselves to be driven by perceived external needs.
To make things worse, getting our key hires in place took much longer
than anticipated. By the time the core leads were finally assembled and on
the project, we were already well past our appointed pre-production period.
5) NOT ENOUGH BENCH STRENGTH. A small studio working on a brand new
next-gen IP without a proven track record is not exactly a recruiter’s dream
come true. We wanted to attract seasoned talent from every discipline to our
studio. Unfortunately, our convictions about the type of studio that we would
have in the future and the caliber of game DARKSIDERS would one day become did
not always mesh with the realities of our budget limitations and the perception
of the studio externally. The truth is that most of the people that we wanted to
hire were firmly entrenched in other studios. Getting them would require money
that we didn’t have and the stability of a studio with a proven track record.
The good news is that we were eventually able to hire an incredibly
talented group of leads and other key team members. The bad news is that
we lacked depth at almost every position. For example, we didn’t have a
second-string UI artist because there was only one UI artist in the whole
studio. We had two VFX artists on the project (one lead and one senior). We
have talented modelers and texture artists on the team, but no one stood out
as a clear potential candidate for art director or lead environment/character
artist should something happen to one of those positions.
Now that we have started pre-production on our next title, we’re making
a concerted effort to improve our bench strength. We’ve started mentoring
programs within the art department to help improve the overall quality of
all the art we produce and raise the skill level of every artist on the team.
We’ve changed some of our strike team processes to give more people the
opportunity to demonstrate their leadership skills. We’ve also completed
several internal postmortems and audits to evaluate those areas where
we need to improve the most going forward, and we’ve developed strategic
plans based on that information to help the studio continue to grow and
improve over the next few years.

LET SLIP THE DOGS OF WAR

» The final version of DARKSIDERS reflects everything we set out to achieve

with the game. The world is smaller than we thought it would be, but all the
core game mechanics are intact, and the story that we wanted to tell is
fundamentally unchanged. We made mistakes along the way in every facet
of game production, but we were able to overcome those mistakes because
of the extraordinary commitment of the DARKSIDERS team and the willingness
of THQ to grant us more time to help realize the game’s full potential. The last
12 months of the project were brutal, but we’ve learned invaluable lessons as
a team about how to hit our desired quality bar, recognize our limitations as a
team, and how to communicate effectively internally and with our corporate
counterparts. The engine, tools, pipelines, and team we’ve forged over the last
four years of development are a great platform from which we plan to launch
future successes.
TIMOTHY BELL is the director of production at Vigil Games.

War was almost a kid
with a robotic arm,
affectionately referred
to as "Robot-arm-kid."
Horseman of the
Apocalypse ended up
being cooler.
The original pitch was
for all four horsemen
featuring multiplayer
co-op for up to four
players. Then we
realized we were crazy.
The original scope
of the game was
so large that three
dungeons and an
entire Underworld
area were cut. Several
key characters were
cut from the story as
well, including "The
Hunter," a human who
somehow managed
to survive, becoming
the last living human
being. Even after
making it through the
Apocalypse, he never
made it into the final
game.
Vigil Games’ very
first office was 2,000
square feet with only
one phone. There
were 22 people in this
space for a year before
we moved to a larger
18,000 square foot
office. After completing
DARKSIDERS, Vigil moved
into a state-of-the art
38,000 square foot
office, which houses
125 employees.
Vigil spent an average
of $11,500 per month
on meals for the
DARKSIDERS team

during the last six
months of game
development.

get it right.

The Demon Crowd
noise in the Ashlands
DARKSIDERS' lead
Arena is actually
environment artist
a group of devs
consumed 486 energy cheering on the car
drinks in the last eight parking garage roof
months. Enough to kill run through filters.
a large elephant. Or
Vigil co-owner David
three small ones.
Adams chewed
A life-sized
the corners off of
cardboard Fabio was
2,367 sheets of
purchased during the paper, including one
development cycle.
programmer’s resume.
The extremely lifelike The programmer later
cutout was used in
spotted his half-eaten
countless gags and
resume in Dave’s trash
pranks, but after
can while at Vigil for
enduring months of
his interview.
torment, cardboard
Fabio would not make Four walls were busted in with feet and
it to see DARKSIDERS
knees from late night
launch. He was
shenanigans, includfound beheaded in
ing several attempts
the Vigil parking lot
to wall run.
shortly before the
game launched. R.I.P.
The script went
Fabio—you live on in
through 17 revisions,
our memories.
including three
versions by comics
At one point, War’s
writer Joe Kelly, who
arsenal included a
was contracted to help
thrown grenade-like
out midway through
bomb, which let
development.
you fully control its
trajectory, deflecting
Making good on
off walls and other
surfaces. It was cut in a promise, Joe
Madureira got a
favor of focusing on
War’s other weapons. DARKSIDERS tattoo from
one of the members
of the DARKSIDERS art
War’s hair was
team when the game
one of the biggest
artistic and technical shipped. The novice
tattoo artist had only
challenges on the
done a total of six
entire project. We
considered completely tattoos, not including
ones he had done on
removing his hair
during the last weeks pig’s feet and orange
of development, until peels. Remarkably, no
we were able to finally limbs were lost.
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Freedom of
movement
Previs and virtual moviemaking
the quick and easy way
Xsens MVN
Cameraless Motion Capture
Free demo & workshop
available
See www.xsens.com/demo
•
•
•
•

Flexibility and quick turnaround times
Unlimited (outdoor) capture volume
Real-time, on-set previs
Saves up to 80% post-processing time

Xsens will launch
breakthrough technology at
Siggraph, come and see!

JOIN THE MOVEMENT!
Film:
Games:
Television:

Industrial Light and Magic, Sony Pictures Imageworks,
The Third Floor, Image Movers Digital, 20th Century Fox
Electronic Arts, THQ, Sony Computer Entertainment, 2K,
Insomniac, Gearbox Software
Animated Storyboards, Pipedream 3D, Simaestudio

Xsens Technologies B.V. / +31 (0)88 97367 00 / info@xsens.com / www.xsens.com
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In the past decade, games have steadIly Increased
in complexity, length and profundity. Game designs
are increasingly ambitious—and rightly so—as the
expectations and standards of gamers also continue
to rise. Great games keep raising the bar, not only
technologically, but also in terms of game design,
mechanics, storytelling, and other creative areas.
Achieving excellence means getting the right combination
of one or several of these elements. To get there, we
as programmers need to create the tools that will give
content creators the power, flexibility, and freedom to
achieve their lofty ambitions in a way that maximizes
their efficiency.
For many years, complex interactions in games have
been developed through the use of scripting languages.
More recently, visual scripting systems have gained
popularity, particularly since they are available in
commercial game engines. These visual scripting systems
are usually not gameplay systems, but general-purpose
scripting languages in a more intuitive or familiar UI. Still,
they do not address the problem of reducing complexity
and maximizing efficiency for content creators.
In this article, I present the system I developed for
Deus ex: Human Revolution, which was designed to make
it easier for our content team to move their designs to
in-game prototypes, then iterate on those prototypes to
develop final game content. The best lesson I learned in
creating this system is that when we’re making game
creation tools, we need to stop thinking like programmers
and really walk in our users’ shoes.
Early in the pre-production phase, I designed the
first iteration of the system. The core of the system was
a powerful state machine (see Listing 1). The system’s
main flaw was in the data entry—it was overly technical
and required a fair deal of hand editing to get right.
The goal was to improve the content team’s workflow,
so the data entry was replaced by a graphical tool that
allowed the team to visualize and edit complex gameplay
interactions in a straightforward and consistent manner.
www.gdmag.com
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A n Ov er v ie w Of t h e S ySt e m

» There are two components to the system: data

and runtime. The data part refers to how data for
the state graph is authored and how it is stored.
The first operation we need is a translation of this
data from its stored representation to a set of
structures in memory from which we can create
the runtime component or the state graph. To
generate the data, we have a graphical UI tool
that uses vector shapes to represent states and
transitions (see Figure 1). This tool creates an
XML file that contains all the information about the
states, their data, and how they are connected to
one another. We need to parse this XML and bring it
into memory for the runtime component.
With the data in memory, we can begin
following the graph as described by the data,
creating runtime states that correspond to those
in the data, and processing them to perform some
action. Finally, they can be released when we’re
done with them.
At the core of the runtime component, there
is a state machine whose job is to process the
state graph one state at a time until the graph
is complete or, if the graph loops, infinitely. The
state machine itself does not have any knowledge
of what each state is doing, it simply processes
the states in the order it is told. The order may be

sequential or driven by the states themselves. This
means that states may tell the state graph which
state the graph should go to next; if the state does
not provide the graph with a destination, then we
will need to look at what that state is connected to
and follow one of its transitions. If no transitions
are available, the graph will stop running.
The state machine will have a pointer to the
graph that is running, and in each frame it can
run three basic operations on states in the graph:
OnEntry, Process, and OnExit. These operations
are implemented by each state by deriving from
BaseState (see Listing 2). OnEntry is called the
moment the state is activated; it may validate
some entry conditions or perform any necessary
initializations. Process will be called every frame
thereafter until it returns one of two possible
values: Processing or Done (see Listing 3 for an
example). When it returns Processing, the state
machine will continue to the next frame, staying on
the current state. If it returns Done, it will call OnExit
on the current state and switch to the next state.
On the next frame, this process repeats itself on the
new state. If ever the current state is NULL, the state
machine will know it’s done and will close itself.
The state machine needs to be updated every
frame in a non-blocking way. This is a particularly
good setup because we can take advantage of

LiS tinG 1
the heart of the system, this function needs to be called each frame and it will in turn process
the graph’s currently active state.

StateGraph::Status StateGraph::Process()
{
// If the state has changed, enter the new state
if ( m_previousState != m_currentState )
{
m_currentState->OnEntry();
m_previousSate = m_currentState;
}
if ( m_currentState->Process() == Done )
{
// The current state has finished
m_currentState->OnExit();
State* nextState = GetNextState();
delete m_currentState;
m_currentState = nextState;
}
// If we don’t have a current state at this point, the state graph is done
if ( !m_currentState )
return Done;
return Processing;

it to perform some asynchronous processing
within the state graph. For example, some of the
conversations in our dialog trees require large
amounts of data (such as animation, sound, or
models) to be streamed before the conversation
starts. To solve this, I create a state internally
that loads all the data asynchronously, and while
the data is loading, the state will just return
Processing. Once the streaming is complete,
the state will return Done. The conversation’s
state graph will then continue to run and I will be
guaranteed that all the data I need is in memory
and ready to be used.

the GrA p h DAtA

» There are several structures that hold different

parts of the data required to generate the complete
state graph, of which StateGraphData is the main
definition (see Listing 4). It consists of two arrays:
the first contains the states themselves, and the
second, called a transitions array, describes how
they are interconnected. A transition consists of
the index to the source state and an index to the
destination state. Optionally, it may also have
some custom data that can tell states whether
they may use those transitions at runtime.
Ideally, the data for this structure will be
generated using a graphical editor such as the one
in Figure 1. The editor saves this data into XML
format, assigns each state a unique ID, and saves
a list of transitions in which it binds the unique ID
of the source state with the ID of the destination
state. At runtime, when you open a state graph you
can parse the XML and generate all the data the
state graph will need to run.
The algorithm to parse the XML is fairly
straightforward. You begin by counting how many
states there are, and how many transitions.
Knowing how many states and transitions you
have, you can allocate them in memory. You
should iterate first over all the transitions and
store them into the transitions array—it’s easier
to do these first because we need to reference
them from each state in the next step. Iterate
then through every state, check the type of state,
and allocate a data structure for that type. Next,
copy the data into the newly allocated memory.
Finally, count how many transitions that state
has, allocate memory for its list of transition
indices, and set the indices to the respective
entries in the transition array.
I mentioned that you need to create a state’s
data based on the type—this can be done in
many ways. For simplicity, I created a very
straightforward factory that receives XML data that
describes the state that needs to be created; the
factory then returns an instance of the appropriate
state initialized with the XML data received. (See
code samples at see www.gdmag.com/code.)

trAnS i tiOn DAtA

}

» The same idea can be used in the transitions
between states themselves. We can create
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LiS T inG 2
Class definition of a state. Some examples of states
can be animation, sounds, and queries. you can add
even more power by creating a script state which
will execute game script.

class BaseState
{
public:
enum Status {
Done,
Processing
}
BaseState(StateGraph* graph,
StateData* data);
virtual ~BaseState();
virtual void
OnEntry();
virtual void
OnExit();
virtual Status Process();
virtual bool HandleEvent(const
GraphEvent& event);
protected:
StateGraph*
StateData*

m_stateGraph;
m_stateData;

};

some data structures for certain transitions,
allowing states to examine the data for each
transition and use it as a way to evaluate whether
the state should use that transition. Imagine
creating a state that pops up a small UI in which
the player is prompted to make a choice, and
he can choose “yes” or “no.” Once the player
makes his choice, the state can iterate over all
the transitions it has in its list and check the data
within. If any transition matches the choice the
player made, the state will take the destination
node for that transition and call m_graph>SetNextNode(destinationNodeIndex), then
return Done (see Listing 3).

The S TaT e Gr a p h

» At the heart of the system is the StateGraph

class, the state machine that will process
each state as it receives it. The logic is fairly
straightforward. We start by calling the Start
function, which will set and initialize the current
state. If the current state has changed since
the previous frame, it means that this is a new
state and we should call OnEntry. We continue
by calling Process on the current state, and we
will continue to do this each frame until the state
returns Done, at which point we will call OnExit on
it. We will then use a helper function to determine

Li S TinG 3
This is an example implementation of a state that gives the player a choice. it uses data stored in
the state’s transitions to determine which state the graph will go to next.

State::Status StateChoice::Process()
{
// . . .
bool playerChoice = GetPlayerSelection();
for ( int i = 0; i < m_data.NumTransitions; ++i )
{
TransitionData_Choice* transitionData = static_cast
< TransitionData_Choice*>( m_data.Transitions[i].data);
if ( transitionData->option == playerChoice )
{
m_graph->SetNextState( transitionData->DestState );
return Done;
}
}
// . . .
return Processing;
}

which state the graph should go to next. Finally,
we can destroy the current state and set it to
the next state (returned by GetNextState). If the
current state is NULL, then the graph no longer has
anything to do and needs to close down, and so
would return Done. Otherwise, a new frame would
start and the process would repeat itself with the
new state (see Listing 1).
The helper function GetNextState is
responsible for instantiating the new state. What’s
interesting is where the next state comes from.
In the normal case, each state has outbound
transitions that lead into other states. If we only
have one transition, then the choice is obvious. We
get the current state, find the transition, and create
the new state from the destination index in the
transition. If we have multiple transitions, and there
is no logical way to choose one, in my system, one
of the available transitions will be selected and
used. This is a design decision that you should
discuss with your content creators, though.
A state can also dictate the next state that
should be used on its own. For example, you may
have a state in the graph that gives the player
three choices, and the choice the player makes
will determine which state the graph continues
to. In this scenario, states have access to the
graph and they can call m_graph->SetNextState(
targetStateIndex );. This sets a member
variable in the graph to the index of the target
state, and the GetNextState function I mentioned
before checks to see whether this has been set,
and returns this state if it has.

Cre aTinG STaTeS—The STaTe FaCTory

» To create the states at runtime from our data,
we need a mechanism that will instantiate and
initialize the specified states in code. For this,
we have a StateFactory—a static class that

takes the state's data as input. The type of state
provided (in the data) is used to determine the
appropriate C++ object to instantiate. Listing 5
shows an example that uses an enum value to
specify the type of the state to create.
You have two choices for state creation. The
first is to iterate over all the states in the array and
create them, keeping a list of all states ready in
memory. The other is to call StateFactory::Create
as needed, essentially creating states right before
you need them, and they’d be released right after
you’re done. The first approach has the benefit
that you can create the complete state graph while
parsing the XML data saved by the editor. The
second approach requires you to keep a copy of
the data in memory so it’s available when we need
to create a state. I’ve been working with the second
approach; states are created by the StateGraph
when it starts and then when it’s time to change

FiGUre 1 Designers create complex gameplay
interactions by placing states in a graph editor
and connecting states with transitions. each state
represents an action or a query and allows for logic
to be created within the state graph when used in
conjunction with the data in the transitions.

www.gdmag.com
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the idea of the state factory is to bind the data side representation of a state with
the object in code that will do the actual work.

this data structure will hold the entire definition
of the state graph and needs to be populated from a
data source at runtime.

struct StateGraphData
{
unsigned int numStates;
State* stateList;
unsigned int numTransitions;
Transition* transitionList;
};

State* StateFactory::Create(StateGraph* graph, StateData* stateData)
{
switch (stateData->mType )
{
case StateType_Action:
return new StateAction(stateData, graph);
case StateType_Query:
return new StateQuery(stateData, graph);
}
assert_msg(0, “StateFactory cannot create unknown state: %d”, stateData->mType);

states, the data for the state graph is already
loaded in memory.

State S

return 0;
}

» States are the runtime objects in which the

actual work is done. They are created using
the state type and the data that comes from
the graph editor tool. States all derive from a
BaseState class which may or may not be an
abstract class. I chose not to make it abstract and
to instead provide some logging functionality at
the base class, allowing me to record the order in
which a state graph is traversed.
You can see in Listing 2 that states have four
main functions; OnEntry will be called when a state
is first activated, followed by Process, which will be
called each frame as long as it returns Processing.
Finally when a state returns Done, OnExit will be
called. The last function is HandleEvent, but we'll
talk more about this a little bit later. Refer to Listing
6 for an example of an event.
The states you create depend entirely on your
goals and what you need to achieve, and also the
features that you wish to expose to your content
team. Some useful states are actions (setting
game variables, rewarding the player, mission
objectives), queries (inventory queries, game
variables, objective progress), script (allows game
scripts to be executed directly from within the state
graph), and choice (displays a UI giving the player a
choice). Each state has a custom data structure—
see Figure 2 for an example of the type of settings
that are available for an animation state.

e v entS

» Sometimes it is useful to let the state machine

tell the graph that some event has occurred.
This allows states to react in a certain way when
events occur. For example, if the player aborts
the action, or the NPC using this state machine is
destroyed, then the state machine will need to be
aborted or shut down.
To support this, the StateGraph class will have
a public function Notify to which you can pass an
event. A straightforward approach is to have an
enum of events, and pass in the enum you need.
When m_runningGraph->Notify() is called, it
will call the virtual function HandleEvent for the
30
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LI S tInG 6
example of the playSound state handling an abort event.

bool StatePlaySound::HandleEvent(StateGraphEvents event, void* userData)
{
if ( event == StateGraphEvents::Abort )
{
if ( m_sound.IsPlaying() )
{
m_sound.Stop();
return true;
}
}
return false;
}

state that is currently being processed. States can
then choose to handle only the events they are
interested in. For example, say we have a state
that is playing a sound, and the event “Abort” is
sent by the state machine. The Process function
in StatePlaySound may detect that the sound has
stopped playing and return Done at that point. The
userData parameter can be used in case you need
to pass information associated with that state.

S u bGr aph S

» I mentioned before that the state machine

doesn’t have any knowledge of what the graph
is currently doing. We can take advantage of this
to swap out the graph that is currently running
with another one altogether. Once this “subgraph”
is done, we can restore the graph that was
previously running and the state machine will
continue processing it as if nothing happened.
To implement this, remember that all states
have a pointer to the state machine. Any state or
dedicated subgraph state may call a function on
the state machine, in which it sends a pointer to

the graph you need the state machine to process.
Listing 7 shows SetSubGraph which may be called
from within any state. When the state machine
receives the data for the subgraph, it will initialize
a new graph m_subGraph with it, keep a pointer to
the graph that is currently being processed, then
replace that graph with a pointer to m_subGraph.
On the next frame the state machine will do the

LI S tInG 7
Switching the running state graph to a subgraph
means initializing the subgraph to the data of the
desired state graph, then switching the pointer of
the running graph.

SetSubGraph(StateGraphData* data)
{
m_subGraph.Start( data, this );
m_previousGraph = m_runningGraph;
m_runningGraph = &m_subGraph;
}

resources

Li s tinG 8
the modified stateGraph with subgraph support.

StateGraph::Status StateGraph::Process()
{
if ( m_runningGraph )
{
StateGraph::Status status = m_runningGraph->Process();
if ( status == StateGraph::Done )
{
if ( m_previousGraph )
{
m_runningGraph = m_previousGraph;
m_previousGraph = 0;
m_runningGraph->Notify(SubGraphDone);
return StateGraph::Processing;
}
return StateGraph::Done;
}
return StateGraph::Processing;
}
}

Gregory, Jason Game Engine Architecture

richter, Jeffrey, “Concurrent affairs” series,
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/
cc501041.aspx

Us e C a s e— Con ver s ation s

» By far, the largest feature in Deus ex: Human

Revolution to take advantage of this state graphdriven approach are the conversations. This
approach worked remarkably well to bring all the
elements of a conversation together. Designers
could play animations and sounds on characters
or the player, perform branching based on
choices the player makes, perform actions such
as taking items from a character’s inventory to
give to the player and vice versa, rewarding the
player, giving the player mission objectives, and
much more.
One of the main features of this system is
that it can be easily extended or customized,
so in the case of conversations I derived
ConversationStateGraph from StateGraph and
also created a few custom states that would
only be visible in the context of a conversation.
We wanted to be able to support conversations
between the player and multiple characters,
or conversations between several characters
without the player. This can be done by adding a
“cast” of characters to the state graph data, and
then adding a field to all the states where you
can choose which actor you wish that state to be
executed for.
The workflow for creating conversations
was also quite efficient; given that the tool
saves all the data using XML, this meant that
level designers were able to place a rough
prototype of a conversation in the game using
text provided by the writers. Animators could go
in, find the animation states, and plug in which
animations should be used. Sound designers
could simultaneously set the correct sounds
that need to play in any sound states, and at the
end, all their changes would be merged and a
conversation would come to life.

FiGUre 2 an example of the data entry for an animation node within a conversation graph.

DeU s e x maChin a
same thing it was doing before, except that the
graph will now be different.
We keep a subgraph object m_subGraph
which we initialize to the subgraph data we just
received, and keep a pointer to the graph that
was previously running so we can return to it and
keep processing it when we’re done. Finally, we
switch the graph that is currently running.
There is only one thing that we need to
change in the state machine—when a graph
returns Done, we need to verify whether we had
a previous graph. If we did, this means we just
finished processing a subgraph, and need to
go back to processing the previous graph. This

is shown in Listing 8. To restore the original
graph, we can assign m_previousGraph to
m_runningGraph to make it the current running
graph again, then clear m_previousGraph. One
nice thing to do after restoring a graph is to
send it an event notification m_runningGraph>Notify( SubGraph_Done );. This can be useful
in allowing the state from which the subgraph
was launched to continue processing as it was
doing before the graph changed. Most likely,
this means the state will return Done and allow
this graph to proceed. Listing 8 shows the
state graph Process function that supports
subgraphs.

» I believe that as programmers, we should

strive to treat our content creators as first-class
citizens. They are the creative power at the front
lines, often working long hours struggling with
complex procedures and difficult-to-use tools.
Making them more efficient in their daily work
will increase the quality of our games, and that
makes everyone happy!

LUis sempé is extremely proud to play a part in the history
of Deus ex and to work alongside the team at Eidos Montreal.
He got his start in game programming working on several
MeDal of Honor titles at Electronic Arts.
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TOOLBOX

PIxoLogIC

Review By AdAm mAy

Zbrush 3.5 r3
Zbrush has been around for
a while now and has become a
staple in many an artist's workflow
facilitating creation of fast and
efficient high-poly organic models.
With the recent release of Zbrush
3.5 r3, Pixologic once again shows
its dedication to continually building
up this amazing tool, expanding
its scope to enable good artists to
make great art.

dIffICuLT To Learn,
easY To MasTer

» There are a few things about

Zbrush that make it very different
from most 3D programs. For
starters, it wasn’t originally
designed to be a 3D program.
Zbrush started out as what
Pixologic coined 2.5D, which was
basically 2D with faked depth,
lighting, and material information.
Because of this, the functionality
and workflow can at times be
awkward or frustrating to people
who have a long history with other
3D programs. For instance, your
workspace isn’t a 3D view port, it’s
actually a resolution-dependant

image, so if you zoom in, your work
becomes pixelated. To zoom in on
your model, you must scale it up
instead. Following this example, a
lot of its tools and controls are more
akin to 2D software than 3D.
There are other little nuances
throughout that seem odd at first,
but soon become natural parts of
your workflow. Thankfully, there
are massive amounts of resources
available to help you as you learn.
Pixologic has done an amazing
job of building and supporting a
community around its software and
constantly providing updates with
tutorials and videos. The company's
web site, www.pixologic.com,
provides tutorials to help new users
get started, and also shows new
features and innovative techniques.
Another great source for
finding resources and inspiration
is www.zbrushcentral.com.
The forums there have a great,
frequently unnoticed feature
called “thread gallery,” which
quickly and conveniently sets all
images submitted to the thread on
a single page for easy browsing.

Pixologic Zbrush 3.5 r3
PIxoLogIC
336 W 31st St
Los Angeles, CA
90007-3806
www.pixologic.com
¤ PrICe $595
¤ sYsTeM
reQuIreMenTs
Windows XP SP2 or
newer, 32 bits or 64 bits
(ZBrush 3.5 is a 32-bit
application, but can use
up to 4 GB of system
RAM). Pentium D or
newer (or equivalent,
such as AMD Athlon
64 X2 or newer) with
optional multithreading
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or hyper-threading
capabilities; 2 GB RAM
recommended for
working with multimillion polys; 1280x1024
monitor resolution set to
Millions of Colors; Wacom
or Wacom compatible
pen tablet.
¤ Pros
1 Incredibly powerful
tool for sculpting and
texturing millions of
polygons in 3D.
2 Great technical
support and lots of
tutorials and reference
backed by a huge user
community.
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3 Amazing price for such
a powerful tool that’s
continually being
updated and improved.
¤ Cons
1 Steep initial learning
curve can be
frustrating to new
users.
2 Occasional stability
issues cause
unexpected and
painful crashes.
3 Some scaling and
translation issues
cause some problems
jumping back and
forth between 3D
applications.

Zbrush tutorial videos can also be
purchased from Gnomon at www.
thegnomonworkshop.com. There
are tons of other great sites as well,
and with a little searching, you can
find the answer to any question or
problem you might run into.
Zbrush can be pretty confusing
at first. Once you get over that initial
hump and have the system down,
it’s amazing how streamlined and
efficient the whole thing works,
and how quickly you’ll be blasting
through your day doing things you
hadn’t even thought were possible
with any other program.

The InTerfaCe

» Zbrush’s interface is designed

to be extremely customizable.
Tools and palettes can be docked
on top, bottom, or either side of the
workspace and almost everything
has been assigned a shortcut key.
The best part is, with the release
of Zbrush 3, Pixologic gave us the
ability to quickly and easily assign
our own shortcuts by simply
holding ctrl and clicking on a tool or
function. You will probably want to
assign your own shortcuts because
there are so many tools and
functions that Pixologic is running
out of easy shortcut combinations
and some of them can be a little
awkward. Pixologic also added the
ability to view a description of any
button by simply hovering the cursor
over it and holding the ctrl key.
Zbrush software was developed
to be used with a pen and tablet
and not doing so would really be
a disservice to yourself and the
program. The setup is so perfect that
the only time you’ll ever find yourself
needing to put down the pen is
to name your files. Every brush
is set up to account for pressure
sensitivity as well, so a good tablet
and pen really are a must.
The one real gripe I frequently
hear about the interface, which

I myself share, is the confusing
naming used in title menus.
They don’t always seem to fit the
functions they hold. For instance,
the “document” menu on the title
bar controls all your view port
adjustments, but the perspective
and 3D grid controls are all inside
the “draw” menu. And the fact that
several menus inside of different
palettes have the same name
can be confusing as well, such as
having a "Layers" menu inside both
the "Document" panel and the "Tool"
panel. Once again, these all stem
from Zbrush being a 2D program
handling 3D objects. But the reality
is, with all the features, tools, and
functions Pixologic has jammed
into this one program, there's
bound to be some confusion.

TooLs and feaTures

»

Pixologic likes to boast that
Zbrush has been developed by
artists for artists, so the company
tends to laugh in the face of
convention. At times, it seems as
though Pixologic refuses to even
acknowledge how other software
works. Zbrush developers try to have
you approach modeling, in general,
from a whole different direction.
Pixologic enables and
encourages artists to approach 3D
modeling like clay sculptures. Most
mesh creation in Zbrush is either
done using Zspheres (the equivalent
of blocking out models with clay) or
using its re-topology tools to recreate
a cleaner mesh around your already
existing model. Zbrush also fully
supports the use of models created
in external programs, which can be
imported as an .obj.
After you have a model in Zbrush
and it’s time to start sculpting, this
is where the fun starts and Zbrush
really shines. As you work with
the mesh, you create new, higher
subdivisions as you need more
and more detail. The sheer number

WHAT'S NEW

» For those of you already using

Zbrush, 3.5 r3 features a lot of cool
new and updated tools to work with.
One of my favorites is a new set
of brushes called Polish Brushes.
They’re basically a flatten brush and
smooth brush combined. The brush
smooths normally, but the more
pressure you put on a brush stroke
the more chiseled and flattened
it makes the surface. This works
especially well for getting out those
small waves and imperfections you
often get while working in the higher
subdivisions.
The 3.5 version adds even more
new brushes and extra settings
for controlling the way they work,
including a set specifically designed
to aid in making hard surface
modeling much more feasible in
Zbrush. Since it’s still more akin to
carving surfaces, it works great for

creating those difficult-to-model
curved and flowing edges, but it’s
still generally easier and quicker to
use an outside package for building
your standard hard-surface models.
Probably the most significant
addition is in Zsketch. This big step
forward comes in the form of an
update to Zspheres simply called
Zspheres II. The feature further
emulates the feeling of working
with digital clay. You use traditional
Zspheres to create a posable
armature for your model and then
build up form and volume by laying
down more Zspheres over the top.
The Zspheres are then converted
into a sculptable mesh with Zbrush
3.5’s new and improved Adaptive
and Unified Skin tools. It’s a dream
come true for anyone who’s ever
wanted to be able to sketch in 3D.
Pixologic also integrated many
of its most useful plug-ins, such as
Subtool Master and my personal
favorite, Decimation Master, which is
by far the best optimization tool I’ve
used. It can break your six million
polygon models down to a few
hundred kilobytes without you even
being able to see the difference.
There’s still more though.
Pixologic has added ambient
occlusion tools, and updated
Polygroups and masking. There's
also a great new Quick Sketch tool for
quickly sketching out your models
in 2D, and the added ability to export
HD Geometry in your normal or
displacement maps. This is on top of a
bunch of new tweaks and updates to
the already huge list of great tools.
Basically, Pixologic took
everything it had and made it better,
adding a bunch of new features that
were badly needed and a couple of
crazy ones that no one knew they
needed but now can’t do without.

RAINBOWS AND ROSES

» Zbrush is undoubtedly one of the
most innovative and powerful tools
on the market. Without it, I wouldn’t
be able to do my day-to-day work,
and I frequently find myself trying
to quickly rush through the other
steps to get back to Zbrush. But
all that innovation doesn’t come
without its price.
Besides Zbrush’s initial learning
curve, it also has some stability

ART By ADAm mAy

of polygons you can have in your
workspace without slowdown still
amazes me. I will frequently brush
detail on a 6–8 million polygon
model without even a stutter in my
stroke. Zbrush unfortunately doesn’t
support normal smoothing, so you
have to get accustomed to your
models looking faceted in the lower
subdivisions, but as you subdivide
higher and higher, the polygons get
so small you won’t even notice.
People generally tend to think of
Zbrush as only an organic high-poly
modeling tool, but it really is much
more. Zbrush also has a lot of great
2D brushes and tools that work
well for making spectacular art on
their own. When used with the 3D
tools though, they really allow you
to do amazing things, such as paint
diffuse, specular, bump maps, and
materials on separate channels—
directly on your model. The 2D
brushes can even be used to paint
deformations and details on your
model through the use of a tool called
Projection Master.
Pixologic also includes tools
for baking out normal, cavity, and
displacement maps. And Zbrush
can now even bake out ambient
occlusion maps and be used for
masking, which has several great
applications for texture creation
and modeling.

problems. The program occasionally
crashes unexpectedly for no
apparent reason, so save frequently
and incrementally. There are also a
few quirks when working between
Zbrush and other 3D programs,
namely with scale. Zbrush doesn’t
have a standard unit size, so scale
is completely subjective per mesh.
There are workarounds for the scale
issues and things should improve
with the promised GoZ plug-in for
future versions of Zbrush, which will
allow you to seamlessly jump back
and forth with other 3D applications.
But until then, you will frequently
find yourself adjusting the scale and
placement of your meshes once you
return to an external application.

of Pixologic’s hard work developing
and supporting their software for
free. Compared to the enormous
cost of most 3D applications and the
yearly updates that cost more than
the full purchase price of Zbrush, it’s
hard to understand how Pixologic
keeps afloat.

WORTH IT

» So is Zbrush worth it? I have

PRICING

used other 3D sculpting tools, and
they have generally been easier to
just pick up and jump into, but none
of them have come anywhere near
the power and versatility of Zbrush.
It truly allows the artist to create
anything he or she can imagine. And
when you take into consideration
the price, Zbrush is hands down one
of the best deals out there.

would be a new precedent in pricing
and upgrades. Pixologic has been
giving free upgrades and updates
to all Zbrush users since version
2. So for one initial purchase price
of under $600, Zbrush users have
been getting all the benefits of years

ADAm mAy is employed by Gearbox
Software and has been involved in creating
characters for several next-gen games,
and was lead character artist on titles such
as Borderlands and the upcoming aliens:
Colonial Marines. Email him at adam.may@
gearboxsoftware.com.

» Pixologic has set what I wish
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Excellent Speakers. Great Networking. Top Location.
Develop in Brighton - the main event for European developers - is back with a vengeance! In celebration of our fifth
year we can promise you a stellar line up of speakers, a choice of over 80 high quality sessions and fantastic
networking opportunities with more than 1,200 international developers over the three days.

Opening Keynote
Ray Muzyka
Group General Manager, BioWare Group and
Senior Vice President, Electronic Arts, and
Co-founder and CEO, BioWare

KEYNOTE

Greg Zeschuk
Group Creative Officer, BioWare Studio Group,
Electronic Arts Vice President, and Co-founder
of BioWare

The superstar developers and founders of BioWare the studio responsible for the hugely successful titles Mass Effect and Dragon Age, will
be making a rare appearance in Europe as they give this year’s opening keynote.

Other Keynote Sessions

KEYNOTE

KEYNOTE

EVOLVE

Traditional Games Breaking into
Social Networks: A View from the
Frontline
Louis Castle, CEO, Instant Action Inc.

AUDIO

The Highly Anticipated Sound
Revolution
Adam Levenson, Director, Central
Audio and Talent, Activision Publishing

KEYNOTE

Gamification: How Games are
Everywhere
David Helgason, CEO, Unity Technologies

EVOLVE

The Future IS Controller-Free Games
and Entertainment
George Andreas, Creative Director, Rare
KEYNOTE

DESIGN

Evolve sessions include:

Develop sessions include:
Tim Schafer
Developer legend Tim Schafer is President of Double
Fine Productions, creators of Psychonauts and Brütal
Legend.
• 3DTV: The Next Dimension in Game Graphics
Mick Hocking, SCEE
• All the Right Moves: Grasping the Possibilities of Motion
Controllers
Andrew Oliver, Blitz Games Studios
• Enslaved to the Story: When Ninja Theory Met Alex Garland
Tameem Antoniades, Ninja Theory

• Casual Game in Every Pocket
Dave Bishop, Pop Cap
• An Android Game Post-Mortem
Chris Pruett, google
• Hats, Loops and Levers: Experiences of a Small Studio
Simon Oliver, Hand Circus

Expo

Running alongside the Conference is the Develop Expo, which is
FREE for visitors to attend and brings together some of Europe's
most innovative companies from every sector of games development.

The Main Event for European Developers

www.developconference.com
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THE INNER PRODUCT // BILL BILODEAU

DECAL TESSELLATION
REALISTIC DAMAGE ON THE FLY

ONE THING THAT MAKES GAMES FEEL REALISTIC IS THE ABILITY TO INTERACT WITH THE ENVIRONMENT.
If a player hits or shoots something, they expect it to change in some way. Most games will at least
have some sort of visual feedback, such as a decal texture or a particle system showing smoke or dust.
Some games may have a few breakable objects, like glass bottles. Ideally, you would like everything in
the scene to change its shape based on the damage the player does to it. Games rarely do this though,
primarily because of the complexity of modifying geometry in real time and the extra preparation
necessary by artists to create damage geometry. Still, a player can easily lose the sense of immersion
when his RPG is able to destroy a heavily armored tank, but only leaves a scorch mark when it’s shot
at a wall.
Decal tessellation is a simple solution to this problem. The idea is that you can take a displacement
map texture, project it onto geometry—just like a decal—and tessellate the geometry in real time so
that the displaced geometry looks like physical damage to the object. Figure 1 shows an example of
decal tessellation. The ability to tessellate in real time is what enables this technique. Both Direct3D 11
and OpenGL 4.0 have APIs for hardware tessellation, and at least two of the current graphics hardware
vendors have GPUs that are capable of doing tessellation. Since tessellation is a required feature in
Direct3D 11, you can expect most, if not all, future GPUs to be suitable for this technique.

HARDWARE TESSELLATION

» Before going into too much detail about the implementation, I should first go over some of the

basics of hardware tessellation. Figure 2 shows the Direct3D 11 pipeline which includes the tessellator
stages. At the top of the pipeline is the vertex shader. Usually the vertex shader is responsible for
all vertex transformations, including the transformation to clip space prior to rasterization. With
tessellation, the input mesh is called a control cage or control mesh, since it’s a mesh of patches
made up of control points. The simplest patches are just triangles. The vertex shader can be used
for transforming the control mesh, as in the case of animation. Otherwise, it just passes the control
mesh vertices onto the next shader stage. After the vertex shader comes the hull shader. The hull
shader has two parts that run in different phases. The control point phase runs once per control point,
and the patch-constant phase runs once per patch. The control point phase can be used for doing
further transformations of the control points, or it can just pass the control mesh vertices to the next

stage. The patch-constant phase hull shader is
responsible for setting tessellation factors. These
factors are set for each edge of the patch and also
for the inside of the patch. They determine how
much to tessellate (break up into triangles) each
part of the patch. Tessellation factors can have a
huge impact on the rendering performance. After
the hull shader comes the tessellator stage. The
tessellator is a fixed function stage that generates
the new vertices that make up the tessellated
patch. These new vertices are then passed to
the domain shader which gets called once per
tessellated vertex. The domain shader is where
the vertices of the patch get evaluated based
on the type of patch. For example, if the patch
uses displacement mapping, the domain shader
fetches the height values from the displacement
map and translates the vertices accordingly. If
the patch is a parametric surface patch, such as
a Bézier patch, the domain shader calculates the
necessary mathematical function to transform
the vertices to their position in world space.
After evaluating the patch surface, the domain
shader transforms the vertices into clip space,
as the vertex shader would do for non-tessellated
rendering. The rest of the pipeline executes the
same as non-tessellated rendering, with vertices
passed to the geometry shader followed by the
pixel shader which gets executed for each pixel.

FIGURE 1 Decal tessellation. The model on the
left has no decals. The model on the right is the
same model with tessellation decals. Notice
how the silhouette is changed.
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Current teChniques for rendering damage

» Decals have traditionally been used to represent damage because they

are simple to use, and can be applied anywhere. This is important because
in order to give the feeling of a realistic environment, you don’t want to
limit damage only to locations that you think the player will try to destroy.
Decals are typically implemented by finding the location of the damage
and creating geometry that can be placed over a portion of an object, and
texture mapping that geometry with a texture that looks like damage, such
as a scorch mark. In its simplest form, the decal is a quad or single triangle
that is placed very close and in front of a flat surface like a wall. Depth bias
may be needed to prevent z fighting. The problem with standard decals
is that they are flat; they simply add color to the area to represent the
damage. This is particularly noticeable when viewing them from an angle
where incorrect silhouettes and lack of parallax makes the flatness of the
decals look unrealistic. An improvement on flat decals is parallax mapping
and parallax occlusion mapping, which add parallax to the decal but
have artifacts when viewed at low angles. Also, the silhouette of parallax
mapping is still flat, since the geometry is unchanged. (See “Parallax
Mapped Bullet Holes,” May 2006.) A similar technique to decal tessellation
is “detail tessellation,” which is an improvement to parallax occlusion
mapping because it uses the height field of parallax occlusion mapping to
create a realistic silhouette. Decal tessellation is a more general form of
this technique since it can be applied anywhere.
True destructible geometry either needs to be created by an artist
by hand, or requires an engine capable of modifying existing geometry
in real time. Damaged geometry can be created in advance by an artist
to replace the original geometry when damage occurs. The swapping of
original geometry with damaged geometry can be made less obvious
by adding a smoke particle system. There are a couple of drawbacks to
this kind of special casing. One problem is that the appearance of the
damage is repeated because the artist can only create so many damage
models. Unreal Engine 3 simplifies damage geometry by allowing artists
to create destructible geometry with the Fracture tool in UnrealEd. These
objects actually fracture into pieces, giving the appearance of damage
that corresponds to the force being applied to the object. In practice, only
a limited number of damaged objects can be created due to time and
memory constraints. It may not be worth creating damaged geometry for
every object in the scene if the player is not likely to ever shoot at them.
But it only takes one time when a player decides to shoot at something
that a game developer didn’t predict for the reality of the simulation to
break down. A more advanced destructible geometry is one where the
engine calculates new geometry based on the situation. One example is
the Geomod engine used in the Red Faction games. This engine is able to
calculate new geometry appropriate to the destruction using Constructive
Solid Geometry (CSG) techniques. Decal tessellation doesn’t go that
far, but is much simpler to implement and can be added almost as an
afterthought to the engine design.

figure 2 the direct3d 11 pipeline. the blocks in green are the stages used for
tessellation.

design and implementation

» There were a few important goals I had in mind when designing this

technology. First, I wanted this to be something a programmer could add to
the game without too much work from artists. With this technique, an artist
is really only needed for the creation of displacement maps, normal maps,
and any other textures associated with the decal. Another design goal was to
be able to tessellate anywhere. The idea of decals fits well with this because
they are placed onto or associated with geometry and don’t need to be a
property of the geometry in advance. Related to this is the requirement that
few restrictions be placed on the existing geometry. For example, neither the
format of the vertex data nor the parameterization of the texture mapping
should be a limiting factor.
Meeting these design goals meant overcoming a few obstacles.
Probably the most difficult of these was the mapping of the texture
36
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figure 3 domain shader projection of a vertex onto the decal coordinate plane is
shown. the red dot is the tessellated vertex location. the blue dot is the location
of the decal in world space. note the orientation of the decal is specified by the
3 vectors. the green dot is the projection of the vertex onto the coordinate plane
formed by the two vectors perpendicular to the normal of the decal.

coordinates. Many 3D objects used in games don’t use texture coordinates
in a way that’s well suited for displacement mapping. Consider the use of
texture atlases. Texture atlases are good for saving memory and re-using
textures because they combine many textures onto one texture map. The
artist then maps parts of the texture map to parts of the geometry, rather
than mapping the whole texture continuously to all of the geometry. This

is a problem for displacement maps because
it introduces discontinuities in the mapping.
To compensate for this, the displacement map
would need to be laid out like the texture atlas,
but even this would have problems because
some areas of the atlas have a denser mapping
than others. This isn’t such a bad problem for
colors, but when using displacements, it can
introduce different displacements along triangle
boundaries which can cause visible cracks. What
we really want is a mapping that is both uniform
and continuous for the whole displacement map
decal. A uniform mapping could be created by
pre-processing the geometry, but that would
mean saving it out and changing the vertex
format, because you would need to add a new
set of texture coordinates. A more flexible
approach, which allows you to use the existing
the geometry, is to generate texture coordinates
in real time during rendering.
To generate texture coordinates, we can
use the decal location and the orientation of
the decal. Decal locations and orientations are
determined by the game code, executing on the
CPU. For example, if the player shoots a gun, a
ray can be cast from the gun in the direction
that it’s aimed to see what object it intersects
with. Once the intersection is found, the location
is stored in a constant buffer. We can also
save the orientation of the decal by creating a
coordinate space with the normal facing in the
opposite direction of the ray. The orthogonal
tangent vectors are then created based on this
normal direction. The three coordinate space
vectors are stored in a constant buffer along
with the 3D world space location. Multiple decal
position and orientation information can be
stored in this constant buffer in a ring buffer
fashion. The domain shader uses this constant
buffer to generate the texture coordinates for
the displacement map. For each of the decal
locations, the domain shader can test to see
if the tessellated vertex is within the radius of
the decal. Decals can have a global radius or
a unique radius for each decal passed to the
domain shader through a constant buffer. If the
vertex is within the decal radius, then texture
coordinates are created by taking the vertex
location and transforming it into the decal’s local
coordinate space as defined by the location
and orientation vectors (see Figure 3). The
u,v texture coordinates lie on the decal plane,
and are the transformed x,y coordinates of the
vertex. The z coordinate can be dropped since
we are projecting it onto the plane. Since the
z coordinate is unused, we can use it as a flag
to indicate if this is a valid texture coordinate.
This is important because the pixel shader will
use this information to determine how to do the
lighting. The pseudo code in Listing 1 shows the
loop in the domain shader that checks for decals
within the vicinity of the vertex.

Lighting the decal can be done any way you
want, but using a normal map is an easy way to
get good results. A normal map can be created by
an artist that matches the bumps and contours
of the displacement map. You can use this as
a replacement for the normals of the displaced
geometry. The original normals of the displaced
geometry are not valid after the displacement of
the vertices because the surface normal changes.
Unless you re-orient the vertex normals, you
won’t get correct results. Normal mapping avoids
having to calculate how the normals change with
displacement because you use the normals from
the normal map instead of the interpolated vertex
normals. The pixel shader uses the z coordinate of
the generated texture coordinates to determine
if it needs to use the decal normal map, or if it
needs to do lighting as it would without decal
tessellation. The pseudo code in Listing 2 shows
the pixel shader code that gets the normal for
decal tessellation.

OptimizatiOn

» Objects that have decals need to be rendered
with tessellation. With Direct3D 11, rendering
with tessellation is as simple as binding the hull

and domain shader stages to the pipeline, and
specifying an input topology that is a patch.
A naive implementation would just tessellate
the entire object even if it had one small decal
tessellation applied to it. This can severely impact
performance, since the decal may have a lot of
detail in it, and may require a high tessellation
factor to look good. A necessary optimization is
to adaptively tessellate only the patches that are
affected by the decal’s displacement map. Figure
4 shows a wireframe view of this optimization
where you can see that only the affected patches
are highly tessellated. To determine these areas,
the patch-constant phase of the hull shader
can be used. The algorithm for finding patches
that need to be tessellated is very similar to
the algorithm for generating the displacement
map texture coordinates. The hull shader code
runs through the positions of the decals, and
calculates whether the current patch is within the
radius of the decal.
Since there are separate tessellation
factors for the edges and inside, the distance
from each edge to the decal is compared. If
any of the edges are within the radius of the
decal, then the inside automatically needs to

LiS tinG 1
a pseudo code example of the domain shader that implements decal tessellation. the loop iterates over the decal
locations to see if the current vertex is close enough to the center of a decal. if it is, the texture coordinates for the
decal’s displacement map are calculated, and used to fetch a height value for displacing the vertex.

for (each decal in the list)
{
WorldToDecal Matrix = [DecalNormal, DecalBinormal, DecalTangent]
if ( the vertex is within the decal’s radius )
{
// Generate the displacement map texture coordinate
// by transforming it into the decal’s coordinate space.
vTrans = vertex - decalPosition;
TexCoord = WorldToDecalMatrix * vTrans;
// scale and bias TexCoord to within 0 and 1
TexCoord /= decalRadius * 2;
TexCoord += 0.5;
// set z coordinate to 1 to tell the pixel shader this is valid
TexCoord.z = 1;
// Displace the vertex
vertex += sample (DisplacementMap, TexCoord) * -DecalNormal;

// Transform the light for normal map lighting
Binormal = VertexNormal x DecalTangent;
Tangent = Binormal x VertexNormal;
Tangent SpaceMatrix = [VertexNormal, Binormal, Tangent];
LightVector = TangentSpaceMatrix * LightVector;
break;
}
}
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determined before the draw call, so the
tessellation factor can be set prior to
rendering. The remaining techniques
are done on a per-patch basis, so they
are implemented in the patch-constant
phase hull shader.
• Screen space adaptive is similar to
distance-based except that it uses
the length of patch edges projected
into screen space to determine the
tessellation factor. With this technique,
patches closer to the camera will get
tessellated more.
• Orientation-based adaptive uses the
patch face normal to determine how
much to tessellate. When the normal is
near perpendicular to the view vector,
the silhouette is most visible, so
tessellation should be the highest.
• Density adaptive analyzes the
displacement map to see where there
are areas of higher frequency of
displacement that would require more
tessellation. Areas of the displacement
map that are smooth require less
tessellation, so those areas can use
lower tessellation factors.

Figure 4 displacement adaptive tessellation
is shown. the bottom half of the figure is the
wireframe view of the teapot. tessellation is
only done on patches that are part of the decal.

be tessellated. If none of the edges are within
the radius of the decal, then we still need to
check to see if the inside of the patch is within
the radius of the decal. This can be done by
calculating the distance from the decal location
to the plane formed by the triangle patch. We
also need to do a point in triangle test to make
sure the distance being measured is from within
the triangle patch, since a plane is infinite.
Tessellation is “disabled” for patches that
don’t need tessellation by simply setting the
tessellation factors to 1. There is still overhead
from the hull and domain shaders even when
the tessellation factor is set to 1, though.
Therefore, it is advisable to render the mesh
with a non-tessellated draw call if you know in
advance that none of the patches need to be
tessellated. Listing 3 shows pseudo code for
the hull shader. Depending on the mesh and the
38
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level of tessellation used, adaptive tessellation
can have an improvement of as much as one or
two orders of magnitude.
Other types of adaptive tessellation that can
improve performance include: distance-based
adaptive, screen space adaptive, orientationbased adaptive, and density adaptive.

• Distance-based adaptive uses the
distance from the camera to the
object to determine the tessellation
factor. This can be implemented by
interpolating a minimum and maximum
tessellation factor over a min and max
distance. When the object exceeds
the maximum distance, tessellation
is unnecessary, but normal mapping
can still be used to get correct lighting.
The world space distance can be

In addition to adaptive tessellation, there are big
performance gains from simple culling. Backface
culling can be done in the hull shader by checking
if the patch is facing away from the camera. If so,
the tessellation factors are set to 0, which cause
the patch not to be rendered. Frustum culling
is especially useful if there are many objects
with decal tessellation outside the viewing
frustum. Whole objects can be culled, or frustum
culling can be done in the hull shader for large
objects, like decals placed on terrain. Usually, the
best performance can be achieved by using a
combination of various adaptive tessellation and
culling techniques.

Limitations and Considerations

» One of the limitations of decal tessellation

is that it requires the geometry to be a triangle
list. In Direct3D 11, tessellation is not allowed
for triangle strips, but it’s fairly easy to expand a
strip into a list by creating a new index buffer. One
solution would be to go through the geometry
at level load time and create new index buffers
for strips that you may want to use with decal
tessellation.
Another issue to consider with decal
tessellation is collision detection after
tessellation. In most cases, collision detection
is done on the CPU, and since tessellation
and displacement is done on the GPU, the
tests that check for collisions are done with

different geometry. This may not be too big
of a problem for small displacements, but if
large displacements and large decals are used,
incorrect collisions could result. For example,
suppose a tessellation decal is used to remove
part of a wall that is being used for cover. If
someone tries to shoot through that area, the
game will still see an obstruction because the
geometry on the CPU hasn’t changed. As of
now, it seems the only solution is to change
the CPU collision geometry. This may not be so
bad, since collision geometry is often simplified
geometry, such as bounding boxes. Splitting
the object up into multiple bounding boxes and
reducing the size of the bounding box in the area
where the decal was placed may be a solution.
Another thing to consider when using decal
tessellation is the amount of displacement
applied. If the size of the object is small and the
displacement is large, then the displacement
could go through the object. The scale of the
displacement could be determined by the object’s
bounding box, or some literal displacement scale
associated with each object.
Decal tessellation may need additional work
to be used with animation. Currently, the decal
locations are stored in world space. If the mesh is
deformed by animation, the decal locations and
orientations need to be transformed as well.
Overlapping decals can also have edge
artifacts because of inconsistent texture
coordinates generated for a triangle. One way
to avoid overlaps is to resize a new decal before
it’s added so that it’s small enough to fit without
overlapping any existing decals.

Future Work

» There are a few things that could be

done to add value to the decal tessellation
technique. One thing would be to make the decal
displacements additive so that if one decal
overlaps another, the resulting displacement
is the sum of the two. This would be fairly easy
to implement, but some care must be taken so
that if many decals overlap, the displacement
isn’t too large, causing it to extend outside the
opposite end of the object. Another valuable
feature would be to make it possible to create
holes or fractures. Since 3D models are
basically hollow shells, not solid objects, a
hole going through an object would need extra
polygons to connect one end of the hole to the
other. Fortunately, tessellation does add new
polygons, so it may be possible to generate new
polygons for the inside of the hole, and then
remove the polygons at the opposite end to
make an opening. Decals are meant to represent
physical damage, so another good feature
to add would be integration with a physical
simulation of the damage. For example, Digital

li S tiNG 2
a pseudo code example of the portion of the pixel shader used for determining what
normal and light vectors to use for lighting the pixel.

if ( TexCoord.z = 1)
{
vNormal = sample (NormalMap, TexCoord);
vLight = tangent space light vector;
}
else
{
vNormal = interpolated vertex normal;
vLight = world space light vector;
}
Calculate the lighting for the pixel using vNormal and vLight -

li S tiNG 3
Pseudo code for the patch-constant phase of the hull shader used for determining the tessellation factors.

for (each decal in the list)
{
if ( either vertex of Edge 0 is within the decal’s radius )
{
tessellate this edge
}
else
{
if ( ( distance from the decal to Edge 0 is within the decal’s radius )
&& ( decal intersects the line segment ) )
{
tessellate this edge
}
}
Do the same for Edge 1 and Edge 2 if ( any edge is tessellated )
|| ( ( distance from decal to triangle plane is within the decal’s radius )
&& (decal projected onto the triangle plane is within triangle ) )
{
tessellate the inside
}
}

Molecular Matter (DMM), developed by Pixelux,
is a physical simulation of soft body dynamics.
This could be used to generate displacement
maps for decal tessellation in real time to get
realistic damage. Doing the physics simulation
on the GPU would be an advantage because the
displacement maps can be rendered directly
into a texture, without having to be uploaded
from CPU to GPU memory.
Decals have been an effective and
simple way for games to represent damage
to an object. With the capabilities of currentgeneration graphics hardware, it is now possible

to improve on this technique by forcing the
decal to change the geometry of the object.
Decal tessellation can be an easy way to make
the game environment a step closer to being
fully destructible, and thereby adding to the
realism of the experience.
Bill Bilodeau is an engineer in the ISV Relations Group at
AMD. He works with game developers to help them make
their graphics run faster and look better. He has been in
the game industry for over 10 years, working for hardware
developers and game companies, with a specialization in
real-time graphics.

The complete working source code used for this article is available for download at www.gdmag.com/resources/code.htm.
www.gdmag.com
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Organizers Of this OctOber’s gDc Online
game conference in Austin have confirmed
summits to run parallel with the major event,
including one and two-day events dedicated
to game development on Apple’s iPad, 3D
stereoscopic games, iPhone games and
video game narrative.
The summits, to be held on the first two
days (October 5th and 6th) of the four-day
event, will present key in-depth business and
technical advice in these major up-and-coming
facets of the game industry, ahead of the
online game-centric Main Conference content.
iPaD gaming summit
Debuting at GDC Online, the one-day iPad
Gaming Summit, paired with the iPhone
Games Summit, will provide an abundance of
key facts and advice for all those working on
the iPhone and iPad platforms.
The iPad Summit provides a springboard
into the world of iPhone/iPad game
development, sharing key business learnings
and top technical takeaways from developers
already surging to major success on this
already extremely competitive platform.
3D stereOscOPic gaming summit
In another debut, the one-day 3D
Stereoscopic Gaming Summit will be the
first GDC event to explore the world of 3D
stereoscopic gaming in depth.
With 3D-capable movies such as
Avatar and Alice In Wonderland topping the
worldwide box office for multiple weeks, and
graphics engine companies and console
manufacturers alike touting the rise of 3D in
gaming, the 3D Stereoscopic Gaming Summit
will gather industry experts to explain and
demonstrate the latest advances in the area.
Sessions will cover how to build 3D
support into future games, potential
technical barriers and solutions, and an
analysis of key trends surrounding hardware
adoption and penetration.
iPhOne games summit
Returning to Austin after its successful
debut in 2009, the third iPhone Games
Summit will once again bring together top
game developers from around the world to
share ideas, best practices and discuss the
future of this revolutionary platform.
This one-day summit, paired with the
iPad Summit on the following day, will
focus on driving business and marketing

strategies and how to truly succeed through
micro-transactions through the iPhone 4.0
operating system and beyond.
With advice from successful iPhone
game companies, leading speakers and
advisors in the space this event will be a
must-attend for those in the space, or just
looking to learn more about this space.
game narrative summit
The 2010 Game Narrative Summit, evolving
in name and intent from the long-running
Game Writers Summit, is dedicated to
exploring the state and future of storytelling
in video games—all the way from emerging
independent and social game experiences to
the biggest AAA game titles.
The two-day event will span all facets
of the game story-making process and will
bring together experts from the writing,
design and creative game communities to
showcase what interactive entertainment
can do with storytelling—and why it’s so
vital to the future of video games.
Sessions will address the art of writing
scripts that seamlessly integrate into major
console and online game titles with the
new breed of story experiences, centered in
anything from ARGs to Facebook games.
“With this new batch of specialized summits,
GDC Online proves once again that this
event is at the forefront of the emerging
technologies and platforms of the future,”
says Izora De Lillard, event manager of GDC
Online. “Alongside the key online game event
this October, we’re proud to present these
summits on the new technologies that make
a difference in today’s game business.”
In addition to these Summits, the
three days of GDC Online main conference
sessions will offer a host of business,
marketing, design and technical content
vital to those making social network titles,
free-to-play web games, kid-friendly online
titles, larger-scale MMOs, or experimenting
with other online gaming genres.
GDC Online 2010 takes place at the
Austin Convention Center in Austin, Texas
from October 5th to the 8th. The call for
submissions for both GDC Online summits
and main conference sessions will open in
the near future, and more information will be
available at the GDC Online web site at www.
gdconline.com in the near future.

gDc eurOPe Organizers have annOunceD
the first keynote for the August event
in Cologne, with Heiko Hubertz, CEO of
dominant German online game firm
BigPoint discussing elements likely to
include the company’s NBC backing, the
Battlestar Galactica MMO, and pointers for
business success.
BigPoint, which was founded in 2002,
now employs 340 employees in Hamburg,
Germany. Its runaway financial success in
the browser game marketplace led to NBC
taking a 35 percent stake in the firm in 2008.
As a result, the company recently
opened a U.S. office, announcing a major
partnership with engine company Unity and
an MMO based on NBC Universal’s Battlestar
Galactica property along the way.
Company founder Hubertz is likely
to discuss the firm’s history, trends in
the industry, and tips to succeed in the
competitive online game business as a major
keynote for GDC Europe, which is ramping up
announcements for its second event.
The conference, taking place Monday
through Wednesday August 16–18, 2010
at the Cologne Congress Center East in
Cologne, Germany, will once again run
alongside the major GamesCom event to
present the leading game industry event
for developers, consumers, publishers and
trade professionals.
By again pairing GDC Europe with
GamesCom, Europe’s leading consumer
and industry show, the conference can
offer content to address the development
community at a central location in the heart
of Europe and command the critical mass
of the European games sector. In 2009, its
first year, GDC Europe saw more than 1,500
participants, including 130 international
speakers, 40 exhibitors and 240 media
representatives.
For more information on GDC Europe,
including location and how to purchase
passes—for which registration is now
open—interested parties can visit the
official Game Developers Conference Europe
web site at www.gdceurope.com.

www.gdmag.com
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pixel pusher // steve theodore

The Real WoRld
The Ups and downs of Using real-world reference maTerial

life in The GameR dad demoGRaphic can be veRy sTRessful,
particularly if you’ve spent a lot of your career working on games that aren’t
pitched at youngsters. It’s tough to explain for the millionth time why junior
can’t see what you’ve been doing at the office, or why you have a shelf in
the game closet full of disks they can’t touch. Of course, the filters you try
to maintain are always a bit leaky. After all, if you didn’t obsess over games,
you wouldn’t make them; plus, it’s hard to keep your obsessions under
wraps until the tots are safely tucked in for the night.
So, it wasn’t entirely surprising when my fourth-grader snuck up on me as
I slogged my way through the trenches in the (T-rated) Toy SoldierS. Ordinarily,
those you-shouldn’t-watch-this-yet conversations are driven by dutiful
parenting discipline of the “yes, we have to brush teeth every night!” variety,
but this time the lecture went down an entirely different route. Rather than the
toy mayhem on-screen, my son focused intently on the unfamiliar setting and
period style of Toy SoldierS. He’s a child of the 21st century; for him, biplanes
and pancake helmets are more exotic than elves and dragons.
Toy SoldierS does a marvelous job of channeling the aesthetics of the
Great War era. From the waxed mustachios and pointy pickelhauben of the
Prussian officers to the flowery Belle Epoque typography, the atmospherics

of the game are a brilliant introduction to a world that’s far more alien to most
of us than the nominally “fantastic” fantasies we see on a regular basis. That
thorough job of art direction turned my routine bit of parenting into a long
detour through the history of the first World War. The kid, who is so tuned in
to the clichés of modern action that he finds the original Star Wars “too slow”
and “boring,” was entranced by a scratchy gramophone recording of the
classic war tune "Goodbye, Dolly Grey." He ended the evening watching the
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1927 silent movie Wings (still the best WWI movie ever made) with intense
interest and questions. The next day, I caught him trying out his newfound
knowledge on his little sister, gravely explaining the fate of Archduke Franz
Ferdinand and how taxicab drivers saved France in The Miracle of the Marne.
Seeing the power of our medium laid out so clearly was even more satisfying
than finally blasting that damn armored train boss off the tracks.

Real and unReal

» Longtime readers may know that in a previous life, your humble columnist

dropped out of a PhD program in history, so perhaps I have a weak spot
for arcane details and period knowledge. Still, this little story illustrates an
incredibly powerful truth that we often forget in the games business—namely
how much power comes from engaging with the real world. Swap out the
gas-masked Tommies and Maxim guns of Toy SoldierS for laser blasters and
aliens, and you might still have an entertaining tower defense game, but
you would lose the strange combination of antique charm and tragic pathos
which makes the game such a gem.
As game artists, we’ve been granted an amazing privilege. We can bring
to life almost anything we can imagine. Unfortunately, it’s all too easy to
get lazy and rely on recycled genre
The design of Toy SoldierS from
conventions instead of accepting the
signal studios elegantly combines
challenge that comes with limitless
the aesthetics of the first World War
power. There is more genuine
with a whimsical childhood setting.
strangeness in a well-researched
and well-presented real-world
setting than in 99 percent of the
fantasy or science fiction games
ever made. Who would dare dream
up the pastel-colored favelas of
Modern Warfare 2? How many
concept teams would dare dress
an army in big fat stripes, unless
they had an aSSaSSin'S Creed 2-sized
folder of reference pictures? Who
would cast a short, balding, chubby
fellow like Napoleon as an allconquering dictator? The real world
provides an infinite wealth of looks,
styles, and icons that can spark
ideas and challenge our tendency to
stick to safe mass-market choices.
Being artists, of course, some
of us would rather create everything
from scratch. Artistic masochism
is a common syndrome. I once
overheard a teammate dissing a stunningly realistic character because it
was made using photo reference, as though working from pictures were
cheating! Sure, grabbing a reference off of the Internet is less laborious
than creating a brand-new concept drawing from scratch. Still, that doesn’t
mean working from reference isn’t “artistic” or creative. Sifting, sorting,
and hunting down evocative real-world material demands careful selection,
judicious edits, and an artist’s eye. Film and television prize location scouts

and costume and set dressers who can find
exactly the right vintage doodad to set the mood.
Why shouldn’t we value the same skills?
In any case, it’s wrong to imply that concept
design and research are opposites. Most
successful concept artists are constantly seeking
out new images and inspirations from real world
sources. Great designers are voracious omnivores,
devouring images and ideas from every available
source. The same World War I tanks that creep
across the battlefields of Toy SoldierS find a new
life as Imperial armor in the highly stylized world of
Warhammer 40k, and Darth Vader got his signature
look from the mask of a 17th century samurai.
Good reference material has all of the warts and
wrinkles of the real world, which are great sources
of inspiration, even when the nominal subject is
something fantastic.

Reality Bites

» Unfortunately, the resonance and power

that comes from smart use of real-world subject
matter comes with a price tag. Working with realworld subjects also raises interesting ethical and
practical questions. Comedian Hari Kondabalou
has a great routine about his mixed feelings on
tearing open his eagerly awaited copy of modern
Warfare 2 and discovering a multiplayer map
set in his home town of Karachi. Not only was
he offended, he didn’t even gain any tactical
advantage for fighting on his home turf!
This neatly illustrates two truths about
realistic material: first, you are inevitably going
to get involved with real-world attitudes and
controversies. Second, you’re never going to be
able to satisfy all the disparate expectations
raised when people see familiar settings or
characters in digital form. When you work with
recognizable locations, characters, or icons,
everybody’s a critic. Whether it’s coping with that
guy in the forums who knows you completely
fudged the suspension on the T34-85 or fielding
complaints from an angry chamber of commerce,
the use of real-world material can be a thankless
job. Grabbing designs off the Internet might seem
like it’s easier than making stuff up from whole
cloth, but it’s got hidden costs.
I once worked on a game involving an episode
set in Bangladesh. Although the player’s role was to
support the government of Bangladesh, and (so we
thought, at any rate) the treatment of the country
was positive, advance word of the game leaked
into the local press. This generated a huge furor,
with threats of lawsuits and rumors of real-world
violence. Our publisher quickly decided to excise
all references to Bangladesh from the game, and
the existing levels were suddenly airlifted to the
fictional “Republic of South Asia.” This is far from
the only case where politics and game design
have collided. Québécois politicians pressured
Sony into canceling a Syphon filTer mission about
a separatist attack in a Canadian shopping mall.

The South Korean government has banned several
games for negative portrayals of North Korea (while
the North Korean government said of GhoST recon
2: “This may be just a game to them now, but it will
not be a game for them later. In war, they will only
face miserable defeat and gruesome deaths!”).
It’s obvious that portraying the government
or people of a foreign country as dastardly villains
will produce some ill will (apparently, the major
publishers have entirely written off the former
Soviet republics of central Asia ... Here’s a tip, guys:
Buy more games and we’ll set up the fictional
dictators somewhere else!). Worse, you can stir
up a hornet’s nest without even trying: When
reSiSTance: fall of man let players fight inside the
historic cathedral in Manchester, England, church
officials threatening legal action generated a lot
of negative comments in the press and politics.
More famously, reSidenT evil 5 raised accusations
of racist imagery: Set in Africa, the game featured
light-skinned protagonists blowing away hordes of
dark-skinned zombies.
Real-world subject matter inevitably involves
some controversy. It’s not easy to balance creative
freedom against the sensitivities of the people and
places you depict. It is important, though, to be a
bit self-consciousness about what you’re creating.
It helps to have a lot of different backgrounds on
your art team: as N’Gai Croal wrote, “I looked at the
reSidenT evil 5 trailer and I was like, ‘Wow, clearly
no one black worked on this game.’”
It’s also critical to have more than just a
visual appreciation of your material. If you just
troll through Google Images looking for striking
pictures, you might miss out on important pieces
of background: is that cool building a sacred site
for somebody else’s religion? Is the impressive
leader in that statue an infamous ethnic
cleanser? Understanding the context of the art
and environments you’re looking at is critical,
both for good art direction and for navigating the
tricky currents of real-world sensibilities.

Reality CheCk

» Of course, we’re not always free to choose

our subject matter. It’s possible that the world
is hungering for a game about a fascinating
subject like the Dahomey Amazons, a female
military regiment in the 19th century, but the
pitch meeting would probably be a short one.
Publishers are obsessively interested in the
years 1939–1945, selected bits of the European
and Japanese middle ages, and little nuggets of
Greece, Rome, and possibly Egypt. Huge swathes
of time and whole countries, even continents, get
glossed over. Even when the subject matter is not
deemed too controversial, it may still be dinged
for failing to be commercial. It’s a vicious cycle
in which timid choices and me-too decisions
perpetuate themselves. In our era of graphics
bloat and $30 million budgets, it’s no surprise
that publishers tend to err on the side of caution.

the Mark iv tank—created in the 20th century, and revamped
for the 400th. Dawn of war shows how Games Workshop's
designers found real-world inspiration for sci-fi armor.

If you’re an idealist, you might point out that
our narrow choice of palettes is based on a lazy
reading of the market. “Commercial” isn’t a fixed
condition; it’s always being re-negotiated. Not too
long ago, games treated World War 2 as a niche
market for strategy games and flight sims, until the
50th anniversary of D-Day and Saving Private Ryan
made it mainstream (Note to publishers: we’re only
one product cycle away from the centennial of World
War I !). Meanwhile, settings that are mainstream
in other media—say, the Western—haven’t caught
on in the games business due largely to the lack of
a standard-bearing franchise. A good enough game
can make any subject appealing, where a me-too
product is doomed to extinction even in a popular
genre. The world is full of unexplored territory that
will make great games, and only adventurous
developers will be able to claim it.
If you’re a cynic, you’ll probably counter
that it’s hard to get even our own teammates
fired up about obscure cultural and historical
references—which is true, but only if all you can
get from rummaging through the whole of human
history and culture is a bunch of “references.” If
you use real-world material only for its own sake,
you’ll have a hard time finding an audience.
It’s also true, though, that even mass market
audiences are remarkably tolerant of unfamiliar
material, as long as the basics of storytelling,
gameplay, and of course, artistic presentation are
well handled. There was a time when subjects like
samurai, kung fu, and Bollywood were too exotic
for the mainstream, but now they’re familiar to
every high school kid. Tastes change and grow,
and what makes our job so awesome is that we
can make that happen.
Of course, sometimes the best way is to dial
down the erudition and let the material speak for
itself. “Let’s go see a movie about an ascetic order,
devoted to Mahayana Buddhism and historical
preservation, caught up in the dynastic politics of
the Tang Dynasty” doesn’t have quite the zing of
“Hey, it’s The Shaolin Temple with Jet Li!”
steve theodoRe has been pushing pixels for more than
a dozen years. His credits include Mech coMMander, halflife, TeaM forTress, counTer-sTrike, and halo 3. He's been a
modeler, animator, and technical artist, as well as a frequent
speaker at industry conferences. He’s currently a consultant
helping game studios perfect their art tools and pipelines.
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design of the times // soren Johnson

The Social RevoluTion
Game DesiGners or social enGineers?

FoR The FiRST Time in RecenT memoRy, The
dominant topic at this year’s GDC was neither
the current console generation nor the one
coming over the horizon. Instead, the industry
obsessed over the astonishing explosion of
Facebook gaming over the last year. In fact, the
poster child for the social network’s success—
Zynga’s FarmVille, with its 82 million monthly
active users—had been out for just a mere
nine months.
FarmVille’s scale is difficult to compare with
other games. Before its plateau in March, the online
game had grown by the size of the entire WoW user
base every single month. Certainly, FarmVille must
also be the first online game that can claim to be
actively played by over 1 percent of the world’s
population.
Many traditional game developers have
mixed feelings about the rapid growth of these
social games. While the huge audience signifies
a massive broadening of the worldwide gaming
demographic, the games themselves are often
simplistic affairs, emphasizing time investment
over interesting decisions. Further, certain
practices have given the format a bad name, such
as monetization through dubious lead generation
offers and viral growth from wall post spam or
in-game pyramid schemes.
Nonetheless, Facebook gaming does represent
a real breakthrough for the industry because the
social network combines an enormous audience
with four advantages that promise great things for
gamers and designers alike:
TRue Social play. Gaming can now happen with
the given assumption that you can play within
your existing group of friends. multiplayer games
no longer suffer from the catch-22 of requiring
friends to be fun while new players always start
the game without friends.
peRSiSTenT aSynchRonouS play. Finding time
to play with one’s real friends is difficult, especially for working adult gamers. asynchronous
mechanics let gamers play at their own pace and
with specific friends, not strangers who happen to
be online at the same time.
FRee-To-play buSineSS model. new players
need not shell out $60 to join the crowd.
consumers don’t like buying multiplayer games
unless they know their friends are all going to buy
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the game as well (and for the same platform).
The free-to-play model removes that friction, and
being web-based solves the platform issue.
meTRicS-baSed iTeRaTion. retail games are
developed in a vacuum with designers working
by gut instinct. Games get only one launch—a
single chance to succeed. many developers
would love, instead, to iterate quickly on genuine,
live feedback.
Developers who master these four characteristics
of Facebook gaming stand the best chance of
breaking away from the pack in an increasingly
crowded field. To help me understand these
dynamics, I interviewed two Zynga developers,
senior designer Paul Stephanouk and director of
product management Siqi Chen, and asked them
to describe their experiences in this new field. (The
full interviews will be available on Gamasutra.com.)

Social FiRST, Gameplay Second

» Brian Reynolds, Zynga’s chief designer, often
points out that successful social games need
to be social first and games second. But just
because a feature is social first doesn’t mean
that it won’t be interesting, Chen explains. “In
a certain context, to certain people, deciding
whether to plant grain or grapes, whether to

obligation, gratitude, desire, and even shame.
FarmVille’s wither mechanic—in which crops die
out and shrivel if not harvested in time—is an
example of a social mechanic designed to shame
players into caring for their virtual farm. "What
will my friends think of me if my poor farm is full
of dried-up strawberries?”
In fact, some social games have incorrectly
copied this dynamic by taking the wither
mechanic while ignoring the social factor. In Ponzi,
a social game set in the corporate world, the
reward for finishing jobs drops to zero if the player
does not return in time to pick up the check.
Although this mechanic does encourage players
to return regularly, it lacks the social pressure
found in FarmVille because the decaying jobs are
invisible to one’s friends.

aSynchRonouS innovaTionS

» Although the social factors are paramount,

Facebook titles do pose new, interesting design
challenges. For example, two distinct mechanics
are currently evolving on Facebook to handle
offline progress—the energy system and the
appointment mechanic. Under the energy system,
each action costs a certain amount of energy
which regenerates in real time. Eventually, the
player must wait for her energy bar to refill to
some degree before resuming play. In contrast,

FarmVille’s wither mechanic—in which crops die out and
shrivel if not harvested in time—is an example of a social
mechanic designed to shame players into caring for their
virtual farm. "What will my friends think of me if my poor
farm is full of dried-up strawberries?”
buy a chicken or a fruit tree, are all interesting
decisions,” he said. “Letting players gift things
to their friends is a good way to build up social
currency, but it becomes an interesting choice
when the gift itself is scarce, or it costs the
players something real. There’s a place for skill
and challenge, but skill and challenge in a social
game might not be as obviously punishing or
competitive as a traditional game. Making your
farm in FarmVille look impressive is a real skill,
and making it look more impressive than your
neighbor’s can be a real challenge.”
Playing within the context of one’s actual
friends brings new emotions to the table: pride,

appointment mechanics are free to start, but they
lock the player out for a specific period of time, for
example after planting strawberries in FarmVille,
the player must return in four hours to harvest
them and collect the sale.
Stephanouk explains the pros and cons:
“Progress-oriented players tend to respond
better to the energy approach—maFia Wars is an
excellent example of this,” he says. “Appointment,
or 'return' mechanics, are perceived as a softer
approach. Return works well in games like
FarmVille where players are, as a whole, less
competitive and more focused on the social and
building components. Overall, it really depends on

the game. Both methods can be successful and
can even be combined. FarmVille has examples of
both models; tractor fuel is an example of energy.”
The energy system has the advantage of
being a more natural match for profitable virtual
items; a booster pack, for example, can allow
players to refill their energy and continue playing
the game. Appointment mechanics, on the other
hand, allow players to strategize around their
real-life schedule. Tasks that take 15 minutes to
complete are useful for players that know they’ll
be staying online; they can tab over to the game
at any time. Tasks that take two or eight hours,
on the other hand, are great for players going to
dinner or heading off to bed.

the agrarian ideal in
FarmVille.

Meet the MainstreaM

» One big difference between social and core

games is the subject matter. Instead of the
niche themes usually found in retail games—
fantasy, sci-fi, racing, WWII, zombies, and so
forth—successful social developers choose
very mainstream topics. Facebook’s top 10
games include subject matters such as farms,
restaurants, pets, and aquariums. The format
developed so differently because, unlike with
consoles, handhelds, or high-end PCs, the audience
started out mainstream, without having to grow
from early adopters with more niche tastes.
In many ways, Facebook is the industry’s first
“TV of gaming.” The site allows users to flip from
game to game in a safe, standardized environment,
with the expectation that there will be no barriers
to entry and that players’ friends will be playing the
same games. By allowing players to advertise their
accomplishments and invite their own personal
network to play, the site goes beyond TV by letting
players exert direct social influence on each other.
The mainstream audience affects not just
the distribution or themes of social games but
their underlying mechanics as well. Stephanouk
describes what he had to unlearn when
transitioning from real-time games like rise oF
NatioNs to social gaming.
“One of the things I had to come around on
was the importance of zero-sum conflict,” said
Stephanouk. “Coming from strategy games as I
did, I was very focused on the competitive aspect
of games. I was aware of players wanting to build
or explore, but I always saw that as serving a
conflict-driven goal. I have learned that, for many
people, the conflict-driven nature of traditional
games is a major detraction. I’m not saying that
overall conflict is bad or that you can’t have
conflict-driven action in social games—both of
these things are very much not the case. What
I am saying is that there are a lot of players out
there, far more than I understood, that really want
a game experience that isn’t driven by the need
to compete against another person.”
Zero-sum conflict is indeed one mechanic
that core game developers tend to take for

granted. Although cooperative gaming has
grown in popularity in recent years, judging by
the acclaim for leFt 4 DeaD or the auto-grouping
feature in WorlD oF WarcraFt, competitive play
usually means that one side triumphs and
another is destroyed. Social games, on the other
hand, can still be competitive without being
destructive. The answer is parallel competition.
For instance, the race to grow and improve one’s
restaurant faster than one’s friends.

Who is the Designer?

» Another important area in which social games

differ from traditional games is the pervasive
use of metrics to inform rapid iteration, often
on a weekly or even daily schedule. The ability
to test design hypotheses by split testing can
revolutionize development. Chen provides one
simple example: “Back when I was running Serious
Business [a social game company Chen founded
which was later bought by Zynga], Facebook
allowed applications to access the notification
channel, and we wanted to find out whether
longer notifications performed better, or shorter
ones. I guessed that it was probably a wash—the
shorter ones are more concise, but the longer
ones were probably more noticeable since they
were physically larger. We ran a 30-way split
test where we asked our team to come up with
a bunch of different copies. As it turns out, there
was a roughly linear correlation between how
short the notification was and how often players
would click through it. The shorter it was, the better
the performance. The difference in performance
was up to 300 percent. That’s a huge impact for
basically writing a few lines of copy.”
The question on many designers’ minds is
what their role might be in this new environment

with virtually real-time feedback for development
decisions. Is the designer still the primary “author”
of the game experience, or do designers now fill a
new role, surfing the incoming data while sitting in
the murky middle ground between the community
and the company? Indeed, Reynolds admits that
his role as Zynga’s “chief designer” is not nearly as
important as one might imagine.
Stephanouk discussed with me the role
of metrics in his current job. “Metrics are
everything I thought they might be,” he opined,
“or at least what I hoped they would be every
time I found myself sitting in a room of designers
fighting over whether a player would rather press
one button over another. Why would a designer
want to remain in the dark on something that
has a clear, knowable answer? Understanding
how players play doesn’t stifle creativity in
game design any more than understanding how
people live stifles creativity in architecture. I
think it’s the other way around: knowledge helps
us understand constraints and constraints are
usually the building blocks of good design. Do I
feel less like an ‘author?’ That depends, fiction or
non-fiction?”
The designer-as-auteur ideal is perhaps
incompatible with this model, but the best game
makers are usually the ones willing to “get dirty,”
to engage fully with the audience to discover
which ideas actually work and which are wishful
thinking. Social game development simply
accelerates this process to new extremes.
soren Johnson is a designer/programmer at EA, working
on browser-based strategy games at www.strategystation.
com. He was the lead designer of Civilization iv and the
co-designer of Civilization iii. Read more of his thoughts on
game design at www.designer-notes.com.
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aural fixation // jesse harlin

Setting the Stage
Working With Voice Actors

every voice SeSSion iS a delicate dance acted
out by a number of key players. In the booth, the
engineer and the voice director work together to
capture the right performances. In front of the
microphone the actor works to breathe life into
the game’s characters. Both sides of the glass are
working with limited time and resources to achieve
their goals of a convincing vocal performance.
For an actor’s perspective on how developers
can best prepare and run a voice session, I
spoke with Nolan North. From Shadow Complex
to army of Two, from prinCe of perSia’s Prince
to UnCharTed’s Nathan Drake, Nolan has lent
his talents to some of the most recognizable
characters in this generation of gaming.

clariFying the conteXt

» When we spoke, it became clear that much

of the important work developers can do for a
voice session occurs before even reaching the
recording studio. “You have to have some context
in order to give the proper performance,” said
North. As such, concept art and a character’s
backstory become crucial information for the
voice talent. “I think that helps any actor find the
character,” he said. “If they have the concept art
and it’s a big troll or ogre, or a big Cockney gruffsounding character, for someone walking into a
new project, that would be invaluable.”
There are additional ways to help give an
actor context other than visuals. For North, the
script itself is the other piece of the puzzle. “Even
on a telephone book-sized stack of scripts, little
contextual notes on the side always really help,”
he said. “It’s gotten better in the last couple of
years; in the past, we sometimes just got scripts
with all our lines and had no idea what the
character before is saying to [us], or how they’re
saying it.”
Simply adding extra information to the script
isn’t enough, though. How the lines are presented
can be just as important as the lines themselves.
According to North, “ ... because I started in theater,
I like script format rather than Excel spreadsheets,
but some games are just so dialogue heavy
and so intense, it’s just not plausible to do that.”
When he receives a script with his lines in bold
text, or colored and highlighted differently than
surrounding lines, “That’s a help because I’m
turning so many pages,” he says.
Many developers don’t have time to read
through the script with all actors beforehand, but
46
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nolan north and emily rose
during rehearsals for Uncharted:
drake's FortUne.

when possible, North says this is very helpful.
“Table reads and rehearsals ahead of time, I think
that can only help,” he added. “A lot of developers
hesitate to do that simply because it costs
money. But at a certain point, you have to look
at what the investment is and what the return is
going to be. I think it gets everybody—in terms of
the director, the actors, everybody—on the same
page. We know where the story starts, where it’s
going, and where it ends. Again, it helps to give
that overall idea of context. Ultimately, I would
imagine that would save time. There [would just
be] less mistakes.”

tUning the teaMWorK

» With the script streamlined and the character

rooted in the context of the game world, the task
turns to the organic process of recording. One of
the most important elements is to make sure you
have the right people on both sides of the glass.
“I don’t believe there’s any substitution for a good
voice over (VO) director,” North tells me. “Certain
directors know how to talk to an actor whereas
sometimes some developers just don’t know how
to speak actor-speak.
“Now, [if] you have a bad VO director, the
developer may be better,” North warns. The issue
at hand comes down to the dynamic between the
different personalities in the room. “A good game
really depends on good chemistry,” he says,

adding by way of example that, “certain actors
don’t like to take a line reading. I’ve never minded
one because, you know, if I’m missing the line
and I’m not saying it the right way, maybe I don’t
know the full context of how you want me to say
it. If you need it done a certain way, I’m here to
please you. Some actors won’t do that. They get
very offended. A VO director will know a way to
kind of nudge them in the right direction whereas
a developer may just—innocently—say, ‘Hey,
can you say it like this?’ and then there’s tension.
Never underestimate the size of an actor’s ego.”
When I asked North about the one thing he
hopes to not run into when working with a new
team, his answer was quick and simple: “An
asshole. A big ego. You just want everyone to be
proud of what they’re doing, motivated, and you
don’t want that one rotten apple to spoil the whole
barrel. If it’s a new team, you just want them to
be cool.
“What we do is a lot of fun,” he summed up,
“and I really take pride in the fact that I want
to make it as fun as possible while we get the
material we need in a timely manner. When you
get somebody in the booth who is passionate
about the project they’re working on and they
want to have a good time, it’s golden.”
jeSSe harlin has been composing music for games since
1999. He is currently the staff composer for LucasArts.
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sHaw gets mobiLe

ex-maxis online lead joins ngmoco as live producer

In March, longtime Maxis employee Caryl Shaw left the EA-owned company for
Ngmoco. At Maxis she was most recently an online lead for Spore, and she will
take a similar role at Ngmoco—but as we discovered in our interview with Shaw,
that title means different things at both companies.
Brandon Sheffield: how does your role differ at ngmoco versus Maxis?
Caryl sHaw: it’s different in some ways and not so different in others. my title is live producer,
and that means i’m working with the games once they’re live, which i also did when i was at
maxis as the lead of the online team. i live for launch days—there’s nothing more exciting to me
than shipping a game and watching customers play and talk about their experiences—and that’s
something that i loved at maxis and already love at Ngmoco. We Rule launched globally for the
iPhone two days after i started at Ngmoco, so i got a good taste of launch right from the start.
SpoRe was a classic PC boxed product, and the online features didn’t generate any additional
revenue after the game was purchased by a customer. at Ngmoco the games are free to
download, and we generate revenue from in-app purchases. so now my job will really need to
revolve around how to keep our customers happy with the game by creating new content and
features that they can easily see the value in. i’ll have a great opportunity to contribute directly
to the success of the company now, and that can be
really hard to experience at a big company like ea.
BS: What do you hope to be able to accomplish? i mean
your personal goals within the company.
Cs: i’ve been doing online development for the web and
video games for 15 years, so one of my personal goals
was to be able to step into a job and be able to hit the
ground running. while i definitely have lots to learn about
iPhone game development, i wanted to be able to really
contribute from day one, which i think i have been doing.
with a company that moves as fast as Ngmoco does,
we need to have solid online systems to support almost
instant scalability if a game takes off, so i’m hoping to
be able to contribute some of the learning i have in that
area. oh, and i want to help the company make money!
(laughs) the potential for success is pretty great, and i
want to help contribute to that in any way i can.
BS: is there any similarity between the prototype approach of Maxis on Spore and the small
game creation style of ngmoco?
Cs: the SpoRe team made over 100 unique prototypes for SpoRe and spent over a year doing
them. i think it worked for that kind of game development—creating so much complicated tech
from scratch just needed lots of time for trial and error and most of all for exploration. Ngmoco
game development seems to move much faster—so far i haven’t seen much in the way of
prototyping —but what i do see people spending time thinking about, talking about and doing is
live tuning of the games. talking to the eliminate guys about live tuning experiments feels a lot
like talking to the SpoRe engineers about using prototypes to understand player behavior. and
with live tuning, i like the instant feedback you get from customers who are actually playing your
game. it feels very real.
BS: What would you say to someone who has lost their job and is looking at the social or
iPhone space?
Cs: well, i guess i’d tell them to not expect a lot of stability—these are platforms that are young and
bound to have lots of ups and downs before they stabilize. but to me that’s part of the excitement.
and do expect to work your ass off. You’ll have to figure things out along the way and you’ll
have to try stuff, make mistakes and learn from them. and then try again. Like i said, part of
the excitement.
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new studios
Infinity Ward top execs Jason West and Vince
Zampella, upon being fired from the Activisionowned company, have formed Respawn
Studios and landed a deal with Electronic Arts,
taking a number of IW employees with them.
Proper Games’ design lead Andrew Smith has
left the Dundee-based FloCk developer to start
his own studio, Spilt Milk, which will initially
work on design consultancy and outsourcing
projects to raise funds for the development of
digital PC games.
The GRIN team that recreated BioniC Commando
as BioniC Commando rearmed has recreated itself
as Might and Delight, and plans to repeat its former success with new retro-inspired games.

who wentwhere
Ubisoft's creative director Clint Hocking, who
has shipped games including Splinter Cell,
Splinter Cell: ChaoS theory, and Far Cry 2
announced that he's leaving the company
after spending more than nine years with the
Montreal studio.
Two former senior-level employees from Sony
Computer Entertainment Europe—Gareth
Betts and Tony Buckley, who both worked
on Wipeout—have joined Liverpool's Catalyst
Outsourcing Limited as senior producers.
Former Sony Computer Entertainment Worldwide
Studios vice president Jamie Macdonald has
joined Codemasters in the role of senior VP
of production, overseeing the company’s
production and engineering strategy.
Apple has reached into the world of video
game journalism to head up editorial content
for the game section of its iPhone and iPad
App Store, hiring longtime IGN editor Matt
Casamassina for the position.
Atari founder Nolan Bushnell has taken a
position on the company's Board of Directors,
along with online business veteran Tom
Virden—as departed execs Phil Harrison and
David Gardner resign their positions.
As Activision currently fields two separate
lawsuits from former employees of its
once-prized Infinity Ward studio, Activision
Publishing CEO and president Mike Griffith is
resigning his role.
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What playing outside can teach game designers

Robert Yang’s radiator is an ongoing series of intensely personal, haiku-like Half-life 2 mods that challenge the traditional
FPS form. In subverting the shooter, Yang shows that games can present a far wider range of emotional experiences than
they are typically given credit for.
Jeffrey Fleming: Can you tell me a
bit about working with the Source
engine?
Robert Yang: Source is notorious
for its convoluted 3D asset
pipeline; importing a model from
Maya into the engine, for example,
is a crazy patchwork of plug-ins,
.QC file edits, and batch files.
Basic BSP-level sound playback
control has been broken since
HL1; you need hacks for the
simplest function of stopping a
sound that’s already playing. The
prop system is outdated—you
can’t scale or re-skin anything in
the editor. Random entities don’t
work, the in-editor documentation
is really insufficient, and the lack
of accurate lighting previews
in-editor is glaringly primitive.
That said, I would never
switch engines. Source has the
largest mod player-base of any
of the major FPS engines. I mean,
come on, who keeps UT3 or Crysis
installed? No one. You’ll see a
lot of modders complain about
the engine, how it won’t let them
do what you want—well, good
design involves designing around
constraints. If you want to make
a Source mod that won’t run on
Source, don’t blame the engine for
it. Build around the problems and
modify your design.
JF: It’s interesting that you are
using a FPS engine to create
experiences outside of the
shooter genre. What has been the
biggest challenge in repurposing
Source for the kinds of games
that you want to make?
RY: I don’t want to do photorealism,
but I’m stuck working roughly
within Valve’s style because a full
non-photorealistic aesthetic would
involve re-skinning and modeling
new props, changing the weapon
models, modifying particle effects,
modifying NPC models ... it’s a lot

of work. Too much work. But I’m
confident I’ll come up with a style
that’ll look okay for my future
projects and maybe compromise
a bit less.
However, I firmly believe in
staying with the first-person
perspective for Source mods—
that’s what it was designed for and
that’s what it does best. Years ago,
I saw an FPS mod for WarCraft iii;
it was really clever how they did it
and they clearly put a lot of work
into it, but it was really awful by
any rational standard. There’s still
so much unexplored territory in
the FPS genre, we should try to
map out more of it as modders
instead of trying to re-create our
favorite genre in something else.

course for three semesters that’s
been an absolute blast. I think all
game dev schools should have a
“non-digital” component to their
game design degrees, ideally a
course for outdoor games and a
course for board games.

JF: Can you tell me more
about your Video Game Level
Design course?
RY: At UC Berkeley, undergraduates
can teach their own classes as
part of a program called “DeCal.”
We’re the biggest program of our
size, with nearly 200 courses
offered this spring.
I taught a DeCal for around
three semesters about video game
level design. For two semesters, I
used Counter-strike: sourCe, but
then I got frustrated with students
who just ended up building coollooking stuff without thinking about
balance or level flow. The last time
I taught it, it was a survey course
that covered FPS deathmatch
arenas, a traCkmania track, and a
starCraft map—and it went really
poorly because, again, it’s hard
to convince the average college
student to think about theory
instead of building a floating
swimming pool or something.
So I decided that computers
were the problem, and the best
way to teach game design is to
play outside. So I’ve been running
a separate “playing outside”

JF: What types of games were
being run outdoors? What design
lessons did they teach?
RY: I try to give a wide range
of games for them to build a
vocabulary with: we play team
games that are kind of like
leadership/trust exercises, we
play capture the flag in libraries,
we play scavenger hunts, we play
rock-paper-scissors tag ... a lot
of good stuff from ludocity.org.
Then with that, the students have
a common base to design their
own outdoor games. So when
they get into groups to workshop
their own games, they can refer to
this canon of sorts—”It’s like that
zombie game we played, except in
teams of three.”
I’d say the main lesson here is
about the process of design: Games
will have horrible problems that you
won’t realize until you playtest, and
so it’s okay to fail—that doesn’t
mean you’re a bad designer. What
makes a good designer is someone
who is able to fix a broken game
design to make it work.
The last unit of the “playing
outside” class is always the most

difficult because it’s about how to
embed a worldview into a game.
We’re familiar with novels and
films having ideas and themes,
but not games, so it takes a while
to learn how to “read games.” The
example I always use in the class
is a student game from the first
semester called “Family Dinner.”
In “Family Dinner,” there are
three teams: dogs, kids, and
parents. Dogs and kids are allies—
dogs circle along the periphery
while kids try to sneak them lima
beans from the table. Parents
serve kids lima beans and try to
catch kids in the act of sneaking
them to the dogs. What usually
ends up happening is the kids
start finding loopholes in the rules
and parents get really frustrated.
Some parents start refusing to
serve kids lima beans as a weird
form of punishment. Some parents
blame other parents for not being
watchful enough. It brings out a lot
of emotions and dynamics that are
embedded in a family dinner—and
obviously it represents a cynical
worldview of a family dinner, but it’s
an interesting worldview that only
emerges when you play the game.
And that, I think, is the
highest form of a game, digital or
non-digital: role-playing lets you
imagine and understand some
larger piece of the real world
outside of yourself.
—Jeffrey Fleming
www.gdmag.com
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Gaming Artwork by Rob Arnold
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ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT // MATTHEW WASTELAND

Knight taKes Queen: the RooKening
A Publisher's resPonse to Chess
hi folKs, we’ve just finished ouR evaluation of youR game entitled
“Chess” a little while ago and we’ve got some feedback ready for you. It’s clear
that the core of a good game is here, but we think there’s a ways to go in terms
of its design. Don’t take this the wrong way—we want this game to be a hit as
much as you guys do, of course—but we’re pretty concerned at the moment.
Will people still be playing it a year from now? We aren’t so sure.
I’ve broken out the areas we feel you should consider for improvement
below.

stoRy

» While everyone here seemed to enjoy the complex strategic gameplay—

for example, it seems like there are a lot of choices to make about what to
do at any given moment—the game’s total lack of narrative context really
hurts it. Our focus group had no idea who the White King was, why they were
fighting him, and so on.
Properly setting up a story at the beginning of the game will get players
invested in the world of the game and want to win. If you don’t feature this,
there just doesn’t seem to be any point to the game. To that effect, I asked
our Hollywood screenwriter to come up with a unique idea that works with
the design you guys already have, and I’ve reproduced his response here for
your benefit:

“The Black King has had his empire stolen, his family killed, and
was framed for a murder he did not commit. Now, he must claw
his way back from the fiery pit of Hell itself to get his revenge upon
the evil White King. Fueled by nothing but the fumes of his own
seething rage, he will overcome impossible odds—and devious
puzzles—to make them all pay for what they have done!”
This kind of unique storyline can really help to differentiate your title.

accessibility

» Another problem is that the game doesn’t teach itself to you as you play,
something every good game should do. It’s long past the time when people
could be bothered to read manuals or get their friends to teach them how to
play. A tutorial sequence would be good, introduced by the player’s female
sidekick over the radio. I’m sure you know the kind I mean. “Now, move that
rook, recruit!” Et cetera.

RewaRds

» Another problem that came to light in our focus group test was that

the primary activity of the game—taking enemy pieces—just isn’t very
rewarding. Basically, the only real “action” is in getting your opponent’s
piece off the board, and it simply stops there. There’s no real feedback to the
player that this is a good thing, or that they should continue doing it.
How about adding points for every time you make a move? The climbing
score will make players feel good about themselves, even if they are losing.
The point accrual could tie into an unlock system of new pieces (some quick
ideas—Wizard, Hydra, Slime Monster). These new pieces would be more
powerful than the pieces you’ve got now, allowing players to feel as though
they are getting more powerful with repeated play.
Related to that point, after a few intense games here at the office,
everyone seems to concur that pawns are vastly underpowered. Even the
name “pawn” makes them feel useless. Why would a player want to be in
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charge of pieces that are not powerful in any way? We’d suggest giving
them some interesting abilities to compensate, such as the power to call
in air strikes. Our focus groups really felt that ability in Modern Warfare 2
resonated with their core synergies.

multiplayeR

» In your GDD, you mention that the game is designed for a “sweet spot” of

two players, but featuring only two-player versus seems really sparse. Games
need to be more feature-rich than this to compete in the current market. Most
multiplayer games feature up to sixteen players and four-player co-op. I don’t
think it would be too hard to implement into the rules you’ve already got.
There are more modes you could add as well, like some kind of “survival”
mode where enemy chess pieces constantly spawn that you have to fend
off. There are a lot of games doing that right now, and it seems like a good
idea to increase the longevity of the experience. Without this sort of thing,
people will just return the game to the store after they’ve played it once.

gRaphics

» I hate to say this, but graphics do matter, and the look of this game just

doesn’t impress right now. Our focus group compared the game unfavorably
to other games, such as Hungry Hungry Hippos, which has a lot of colors
and a lot of things going on at once.
In contrast, the sparse black-and-white presentation of your game doesn’t
grab the eye at all. Especially since a great battle is supposedly going on—
there’s just no sense that it is occurring. We really need to up the ambience
here, with raining arrows, fire, explosions in the distance, and so on.
Also, the pieces are really simple—very smooth with hardly any texture
on them. I’d suggest getting some normal maps in there; take a look at games
like Gears of War or Uncharted 2 and I think you’ll see what I mean. You ought
to be able to see the sweat dripping off the knight, the veins bulging out of the
bishop’s neck, and the nipples underneath the fabric of the queen’s dress.

conclusion

» That about does it, I believe—oh yeah,

one more thing. We’d also like to get you
thinking about motion control possibilities,
since platform holders are very interested in
anything that features motion control right
now. Games shouldn’t be a sedentary activity
after all. This is just a thought, but, related
to the pawn problem noted above, perhaps
pawns could move up to three spaces if a special
bouncing target is double-punched precisely in the
green zone, two spaces in the yellow zone, and the
regular single space any other way? We’re comfortable
letting you guys work out the details on that one, as long
as it’s in.
Anyway, all of this said, we really like the potential
of what we’re seeing in your game. Just keep plugging
away on these issues, and I think it could really turn
into something memorable!

matthew wasteland writes about games and game development
at his blog, Magical Wasteland (www.magicalwasteland.com).

